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Abstract 

 
 

This thesis presents an “end to end” workflow that documents the steps taken to create an interactive 

high-resolution simulation of the Timpanogos Cave System. The majority of the cave system, including 

areas that are not open to the public such as sensitive crawlways and pits, has been digitally reconstructed 

at resolutions high enough for users to see sub-centimeter formations that the caves are famous for, such 

as soda straws and helictites. This application, which renders the cave in real time and is optimized to run 

on consumer level hardware using a computer game rendering engine, has been designed to be used for 

public outreach and research, and is compatible with both flat screens and virtual reality head mounted 

displays.  After describing the site and motivations for creating this application, all steps of the project are 

covered and justified. These steps include budget planning and scope, equipment selection, data collection 

methodology, pointcloud processing, and implementation. A novel approach to converting clouds 

exceeding several billion points into a simulation, using high performance computing (HPC) solutions, 

python scripting, and an open source meshing algorithm is also presented. A final application allowing 

visitors to explore the caves from the National Monument’s visitor center will be installed in 2020. In 

addition, a discussion on future features planned, possible improvements to the workflow via automation, 

and alternative uses for interactive applications beyond a virtual cave tour are covered.   User interface 

developments to make the simulation compliant with the Americans with Disabilities Act are also touched 

on.   
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Figure 1: A virtual screen shot of the Big Room in Timpanogos Cave National Monument. This model, which 

was created using the workflow in this thesis, can be explored in real time using a laptop. Lighting color 

temperature and placement is based on the caves 2015 lighting system. 

  

 

Audience & Disclaimer:  

Given the broad number of topics covered: This thesis has been written for an audience with basic 

backgrounds in geology and/or speleology, and some basic working knowledge of computer games.   

Familiarity with pointclouds and 3D modelling is also recommended. 

With the rapid change in hardware capability and continual improvements in reality capturing technology 

and software, it is important to note that this workflow is just one of many possible solutions. There are 

plenty of new methods, novel methodologies, that can be appropriated into improving this particular 

pipeline. The documentation of this project is merely a stepping stone. Hopefully, it will be clear enough 

to make people more familiar with the tools and techniques used.   
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Chapter 1: Introduction and Background 

 

Introduction: 

The collection of high-resolution 3D data from real world objects and features can provide increased 

opportunity for analysis and study in a wide variety of scientific fields. High resolution recreations of 

slopes and tunnels have been used for rock mass characterization, geotechnical applications (Kemeny, 

2014,), and geohazard analysis (Lyons-Baral, 2014). Digital reconstructions of forests and trees have been 

used to determine species distribution and assess forest health and change over time (Cabo, 2018; Sankey, 

2017; Magnussen, 2010; Popescu, 2003).  In addition, digital models have been used to characterize 

glacial conduit morphology (Kamintzis, 2018) and for wildlife populations survey and species recognition 

(Azmy, 2012).  It’s important to note that there are thousands of studies available in the literature, and 

that this is in no way a comprehensive review. Digitization of objects is also valuable for virtual tourism, 

historical documentation (Levoy, 2000), and education. 

Data collection for all of these studies is conducted using various types of remote sensing equipment. 

While these tools are varied and designed for specific environments, the methods through which they all 

capture and measure data from the environment can be generalized into two categories: Recording 

measurements using active or passive sensors.  

Active sensor equipment, such as light detection and ranging (LiDAR) devices, emit pulses of light that 

are reflected when coming into contact with a surface. The returning pulses intensity and time of flight are 

recorded and used to determine the distance of the measured point from the sensor’s aperture. By 

recording multiple points, an approximation of the 3-dimensional shape of the area or object of interest 

can be created. This is known as a point cloud. How accurate the shape of this point cloud is in 

representing the object or surface is dependent on the accuracy of the scanner and the number of 

measurements taken. Since the scanner can only measure what is directly within its line of sight, multiple 

scans around an object can be combined together to form a more complete representation in a process 
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known as registration.  Today’s LiDAR scanners can measure millions of points a second and have 

demonstrated accuracies of less than 1cm, providing a reliable digital reconstruction from based on real 

world measurements.  

Passive remote sensing equipment, such as cameras, record the reflectance of external sources of energy, 

such as light from the sun, to measure objects and surfaces. By taking multiple overlapping photographs 

of an object or surface at different positions and correcting the images lens distortion, a dense 3D range 

model can be created from two dimensional images.  This technique, known as photogrammetry, can be 

used to accurately model objects by matching features that appear on each picture. Once one of these 

matching points are identified, either manually or automatically between two or more photos, the 

resulting intersection of light caused by the change is camera position allows the point to be triangulated. 

Camera locations and reprojection can also be calculated using bundle adjustment. (Triggs, 2000). 

Photogrammetry, while reliant on external light sources, can produce models that are comparable to 

LiDAR in resolution and accuracy (Lato, 2015).   

With recent technological advancements, remote sensing equipment has become much more common for 

modelling and characterizing real world features. Today’s terrestrial laser scanning models are smaller, 

faster, and less expensive than ever before, which opens up new opportunities for characterizing remote 

areas that were once considered too difficult to work in (Oludare et et al, 2016).  However, these 

advancements in speed and efficiency in data acquisition has resulted in a glut of data that can become 

difficult to process on today’s hardware. Oftentimes the literature has shown the data collected being too 

large to work with efficiently (Addison 2011, Lyons-Baral 2014) at full resolution and subsequent 

analysis must be down sampled, resulting in loss of resolution and smaller features. This loss of detail can 

detract from further analysis, modelling, and for virtual simulations, immersion. Additionally, the data 

produced can only be used by relatively few people compared to easy to use interfaces, like Google Earth.  

Point cloud processing software that can handle large (several billion + point clouds) is expensive and 

requires specialized hardware to run well. With the increasing prevalence of terabyte and even petabyte 
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scale remote sensing datasets, such as Landsat, the need for more accessible and efficient rendering 

solutions becomes apparent.  

This thesis presents a case study that focuses on collecting a terabyte of high-resolution LiDAR data in a 

cave system and rendering that data efficiently on consumer level hardware using a computer game 

engine. A game engine is a piece of software that provides developers a structured framework to create 

games for various platforms, such as video game consoles, mobile phones, and computers. Game engines 

include a prebuilt real-time renderer, various optimizations to utilize available hardware efficiently, and 

the ability for users to import 3d models, textures, and animations created from other programs. Game 

engines also have support for interactive elements, such as adding audio, videos, and graphical user 

interfaces (GUI). 

This standalone application created from this workflow allows users to explore accurate to scale models 

of majority of the system, including vertical pits and crawlways, at high enough resolution to resolve sub-

centimeter scale features the cave is famous for.  

This particular use case is unique, as this is the first time the Timpanogos Cave System has been scanned. 

In addition, a literature review did not reveal previous documentation of workflows that were used for 

creating interactive simulations of terabyte scale point clouds at sub centimeter resolutions.  

The entirety of the workflow is documented in the hopes that further study and research can improve and 

enable increasingly high-resolution datasets to be more accessible for research and educational purposes. 

Chapters 1-5 constitute an overview of the cave system (1-3), data collection methodology (4), and 

pointcloud processing (5) used to create a millimeter scale pointcloud model of the system are discussed, 

including areas needing improvement and techniques used for operating a tripod mounted laser scanner in 

unconventional scenarios, such as pits, crawlways and corkscrews. After the site description and 

introduction to the dataset, every step used to convert the cloud into an interactive simulation is examined 

in Chapter 6. This workflow integrates high performance computing (HPC) resources, a specialized 
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meshing algorithm that can effectively mesh 2 billion point + clouds at high resolution, and a GUI python 

scripting program that leverages various programs, to automatically create assets that are optimized to run 

well on computer game engines. A comparison between manually creating these assets by hand versus 

automatically is also compared, with time savings reported.  

In an unexpected turn, the resolution of the cave system simulation has been found to be limited by 

scanner resolution, not hardware rendering capability largely due to the efficiency of computer game 

engines, providing a promising direction for rendering large amounts of high-fidelity data. The thesis 

concludes with a discussion on further uses, optimizations, and interactive elements that can improve the 

standalone application use for research and public enjoyment.  

 

Caves: significance and survey challenges 

 
Caves are significant non-renewable resources that are valuable to humanity in the broadest terms. From 

providing shelter to advancing our understanding in a large range of topics in the sciences, preserving 

cultural history, and providing recreational opportunity, the exploration of caves has been carried out by 

humans since prehistoric times.  Speleology, or the study of caves, depends on accurate inventory and 

survey of caves to better target areas of scientific interest. However, documentation of the resources 

within caves and of the caves themselves is made difficult by the unique conditions and hazards within 

them.   

Caves can be hostile, with no natural light, uneven footing, tight spaces, water, and vertical pits requiring 

technical training and equipment to safely traverse. Because of these conditions, todays cave survey is 

done using durable survey instruments, such as compasses, laser distance range finders, and inclinometers 

to measure passage dimensions and objects. A sketch of the cave passage, with delineation of important 

features, is constructed around these measurements while in the cave. [Figure 2] These sketches are then 

combined with other surveys to form a 2-Dimensional map of the system.  
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Figure 2: An example of a hand drawn cave survey sketch. Source: Author. Cave maps have a specific 

symbology for various structures that can be hard to understand for people unfamiliar with them. Sketch 

shows a section of the Garden of Eden Tour Route, Wind Cave National Park 
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While the value of these maps cannot be understated, there are limitations in this medium that hinder 

analyses and inventory of cave systems.  Caves are three dimensional, with complex geometries that two 

dimensions can only display in limited plan and profile views. Understanding structure and morphology 

when multiple levels of passages are intersecting and crossing over each other is also difficult when 

looking at a flat representation. [Horrocks, 2013, Kowalis, 2003] What features and at what height the 

walls are drawn is dependent on the priorities and abilities of the sketcher.   

While inherently subjective, cave maps are not meant to be exhaustive in showing every feature and item 

of interest.  Resource documentation and cave inventory are done through photographs, videos, and notes, 

but are dependent on what the person inventorying deems as significant. In addition, as cave systems 

become more remote and difficult to navigate, the amount of people who can safely reach these areas 

becomes increasingly limited.  

“Caves are among the last geographic frontiers on earth and their scientific value is just beginning to be 

appreciated… A great deal of important speleological field work is done by non-scientists, whose 

exploration and mapping make the science possible. “ 

Palmer, 2007 

There are several solutions to make caves more accessible. Drilling and digging into cave systems is 

expensive and time consuming. In the US drilling is also against most federal land management policies 

except in limited circumstances. Adding an artificial connection from the surface to the cave can have 

deleterious effects on cave resources. (Werker, 2006).  A possible alternative is to reconstruct the cave 

digitally. A 3D model would allow those who cannot access the cave in person, for whatever reason, to 

interact and study the resource, assuming the accuracy and resolution of the model is high enough. Cave 

science would still be limited by the difficulties in reaching these remote areas, but those who don’t have 

scientific backgrounds can, with training, collect data in three dimensions that is more accurate and more 

impartial than hand drawn sketches. Three fundamental questions from this solution arise:  
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Can the hardware be successfully used in the cave environment?  

How accurately can the cave systems be modelled? 

How can these high-resolution data be made more accessible? 

 

Previous work:  

The first two questions can be mostly answered with a literature review. Laser scanners are widespread 

and well established as a method of digitizing complex three dimensional surfaces and objects in the real 

world to a high degree of precision.  

There are many studies that have successfully used LiDAR to model caves, and the resulting resolution 

and analyses of cave pointclouds has demonstrated accuracy and made valuable contributions in different 

scientific fields. (Oludare et al, 2016) Although more limited in its ability to capture geometrically 

complex unlit systems, photogrammetry is also becoming a valuable tool, especially for rooms, color 

capture, and documenting small objects of interest. (Gonzales, 2009)  

However, several limitations have been identified consistently. The first is the cost to create a high-

resolution reconstruction of a cave. While scanning equipment has become faster, cheaper, and more 

portable, there are still significant barriers. Professional grade scanners can be very expensive and the 

proprietary software and specialized hardware required to render large pointcloud created from hundreds 

of scans are not cheap.  Fortunately, scanner operation and basic training is relatively easy to teach and 

learn.  

The second limitation is data constraints. While it’s quite easy to collect massive amounts of cloud data, 

working with that data to produce useful models and deliverables is much more difficult, even with 

proprietary software (Addison, 2011; Lyons-Baral, 2014) This brings us to the last question: How to 

make these high-resolution data more accessible?  
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Objectives: 

 

The three goals for this thesis are:  

1. To provide documentation on the workflow methodology used to create the Timpanogos Cave 

Application for the National Monument and explain management decisions, which can be used as 

a reference and guide for future projects.   

2. To provide solutions that are scalable and cost effective for future researchers to create their own 

reconstructions and develop new and improved workflows.  

3. To determine if the limiting factors behind the resolution of the final application are due to 

computer hardware rendering limitations or the accuracy of the point cloud being used.  

 

Significance:  

This Master’s Thesis presents a novel workflow that allows for the development of high-resolution 

interactive environments derived from terabyte-scale point clouds. An interactive application developed 

for Timpanogos Cave National Monument using this workflow enables visitors and researchers to explore 

a model of the cave system and experience sub centimeter cave formations on consumer level hardware. 

The “end to end” workflow works with all oriented point set data and is compatible with a number of 

human interface devices including virtual reality (VR) head mounted displays. 
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Chapter 2: Site Description 

 

 

Figure 3: A photo showing a heavily decorated formation within Timpanogos Cave. Formations pictured are 

known as helicities and cave popcorn. Photo NPS, Ryan Maurer 

  

Summary:  

Understanding the area of interest is an important factor when planning project goals and objectives for 

data collection. Agency budget and mission objectives, site hazards, and remoteness determine what 

equipment, personnel, and timeframe is required. Good planning is essential for creating an accurate 

scope of work. This chapter provides context for the study by summarizing the history of Timpanogos 

Cave National Monument (TICA) and the geologic and hydrological factors that influence its formation 

and possible origins. An overview of the caves, their location, and the mission of the agency that manages 

them are also discussed in the context of possible uses and benefits to obtaining a high-fidelity 3D model 

of the system.  
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Location and Current Management:  

 

Timpanogos Cave National Monument is a unit of the National Park Service, which is a Federal agency 

within the United States Department of the Interior. The cave system is located in Utah along the northern 

flank of Mount Timpanogos in the Wasatch Range (Figure 4).   The 250-acre Monument is surrounded 

by the Uinta-Wasatch-Cache National Forest. The caves overlook American Fork Canyon, a popular 

destination for outdoor recreation enthusiasts. American Fork Canyon is visited by over a million visitors 

per year and is considered one of the more heavily used recreation areas in the Forest Service nationwide 

(Uinta Wasatch Recreation, 2019). 

Despite the high numbers of visitation in American Fork Canyon, only a fraction of the visitors actually 

go into the caves (up to 70,000 annually [Park Service, 2019]). This is primarily due to limitations on tour 

size, the number of tours that can be in the cave at one time, operating season, and the difficulty in 

reaching the caves. Tour size and tour frequency are limited based on carrying capacity and acceptable 

levels of resource impact, prescribed by the 2013 Cave Management Plan. Proper mitigation and 

management of the caves are a crucial part of the National Park Service mission, which is to preserve and 

protect the caves while providing public enjoyment to current and future generations.  

Access to the caves requires hiking a strenuous 2.4 km (1.5 mile) long paved trail which gains 333m, 

(1,092 feet) of elevation (Figure 4).  Because of the steepness of the trail and cliff exposures, wheeled 

vehicles, such as wheelchairs, are prohibited.  
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Figure 4: Artistic Recreation depicting Timpanogos Cave National Monument in relation to American Fork 

Canyon. http://npmaps.com/wp-content/uploads/timpanogos-cave-trail-map.jpg.  Accessed June 2018 

 
 

The caves are also only open seasonally via guided tours in the summer months (May-October) where 

temperatures can exceed 100° F (37.8°C) at the base of the trail. Medical complications from the stress of 

climbing the trail in the heat are a common occurrence each summer [Timpanogos Emergency Services 

Coordinator, verbal 2019].   The caves are closed to the public from November through April because of 

increased rockfall from winter conditions, and frequent avalanches burying the trail.  Access during the 
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winter months is restricted to park service personnel and researchers, occasionally technical 

mountaineering and avalanche safety equipment are needed to access the caves.  

National Monument Status:  

After several failed mining ventures and private tour attempts in Hansen Cave, and with the discovery of 

two additional caves in the nearby vicinity, Timpanogos Cave, and Middle Cave; a 250-acre parcel of 

land around the caves was designated a National Monument by President Warren G Harding in 1922. 

This National Monument status enabled the caves to be protected for their “unusual scientific interest and 

importance”.  The National Park Service took over management in 1934, and under the Department of 

Interior’s Organic of 1916 the area was “to be managed in a manner that will conserve the national and 

cultural resources and provide for public use and enjoyment”. (United States Department of the Interior, 

1993) 

Quote:  

“To ensure that management and development of the monument balances with 

preservation and protection of cultural and natural resources, With efforts to 

provide for visitor enjoyment and to accommodate administrative needs and 

obligations.” 

United States Department of the Interior, 1993 

Despite being open to tours for over 90 years and having hundreds of thousands of visitors go through the 

system, the cave is heavily decorated with numerous speleothems, including stalactites, stalagmites, 

shields, soda straws, flowstone, boxwork, aragonite bushes, helictites, and anthodites. In some areas of 

the cave, visitors can see hundreds of helictites and other rare speleothems at a time (Figure 3). 
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Construction efforts:  

Additional efforts to make the cave more accessible while preserving the natural character of the site were 

made, with the improvement of the trail to the cave and construction of a visitor center and ranger 

accommodations. A primitive bathroom was also installed on the trail below the entrance to the caves.  

The caves were connected to each other by manmade tunnels blasted by the Works Progress 

Administration in the 1930s. Additionally a concrete trail, guardrails, and an electric lighting system were 

installed.  While all of these improvement projects have helped make the caves more accessible to 

visitors, the caves are still not navigable for people with mobility restrictions, such as needing a 

wheelchair. Further modification of the resource to accommodate wheeled or automated transportation 

through the system is not feasible in accordance to the Cave Management Plan and the mission of the 

National Park Service, as doing so would fundamentally change the character of the cave systems.  

 

Geology Overview: 

While the formation and origin of the Timpanogos Caves are not well understood, the geology of the 

surrounding area is well documented and can provide a better idea of what factors that led to their 

formation. All three cave systems are located within the Deseret Limestone (Mississippian, ~340 Mya).  
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Figure 5: Generalized geologic cross section of American Fork Canyon. NPS 

https://www.nps.gov/tica/learn/nature/geologicformations.html Accessed September 2019. 

    

Timpanogos Cave National Monument is located adjacent to the Wasatch Fault, the longest active normal 

fault zone in the United States. Bordering the Rocky Mountains and the Great Basin regions, the Wasatch 

Mountains are thought to have been formed through crustal uplift and extension.  Uplift rates near 

between 0.1 and 1.2mm yr− 1 have been estimated (Mayo, 2000). Not surprisingly, the area is seismically 

active, with roughly 500 measurable quakes occurring each year along the Wasatch range. Additionally, 

historical records of quake epicenters with a magnitude of 5 or higher on the Richter scale have occurred 

within a 80.5 km (50 mile) radius of the caves (Swan et al, 1980). To better quantify how earthquakes can 

affect the system, a seismograph was installed by the University of Utah Seismograph Stations program 

(Timpanogos Cave Physical Scientist, verbal).  Crack monitors were also installed within the cave across 

faults to measure movement. To date, there has been no observable movement on the crack monitors. 

(Timpanogos Physical Scientist, verbal). 

http://npshistory.com/publications/tica/nrr-2006-013.pdf
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Collecting high resolution models of the cave system would provide a record that can then be compared 

to future scans.  As evidenced by other LiDAR based studies, change detection can be used to quantify 

movement and slippage, such as with rockfall (Abellán 2010).  

Cave Speleogenesis:  

The formation of the Timpanogos Cave System has been thought to have occurred at the base level of the 

American Fork River (Herron, 1997). As uplift occurred the passages rose above the water table with 

sediment records indicating alternations between vadose and phreatic conditions. Evidence of stream 

sediments and river cobbles within the caves have been dated between 350 and 780ka based on U-Th age 

and paleomagnetic data (Mayo et al, 2009).  

While most cave systems are believed to have formed through infiltration of mildly acidic meteoric water 

there is evidence of passage dissolution from deep water sources (hypogenic) within the Timpanogos 

Cave System.  Speleothems containing trace elements including nickel and other heavy metals have been 

identified (Thornberry, 2006). Additionally, the presence of “bubble trails” (Audra, 2009) has been 

identified in the system. Bubble trails form when deep warm water travelling up a joint or more often a 

fault system effervesces chemically aggressive CO2 bubbles at the water table (Palmer, 2007), possibly 

through mixing with oxygenated meteoric water .Other hypogene formations and structures are also 

present in the system; including blind cupolas and domes, which are atypical in traditional epigenic cave 

formation.  Unfortunately, there is little published material and documentation on these rare speleogens 

for Timpanogos Cave National Monument. Currently the Monument is in the process of inventorying the 

cave systems to better quantify what speleological resources are present. Additional analysis on the 

relationships of these bubble trails with each other or their specific location and occurrence in the cave 

system could give additional hints as to the conditions that formed these caves. A 3D model of the caves 

can be used to better understand possible relationships between passage morphologies and origins.  
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Hydrology Overview: 

Passage morphology is concentrated along preexisting faults, however there is little documentation that 

determines where these faults would daylight on the surface (Timpanogos Physical Scientist, verbal). 

There have been efforts made by the park staff to map the hydrologic system in 1993 and again in 2013 

by attempting to establish a connection between the surface and the caves through dye tracing. This was 

undertaken to better understand the hydrological inputs and sensitivity of the cave systems to 

contaminants. Field work is hazardous and exposed, as the canyon walls are steep, prone to avalanches, 

and contain numerous cliffs and chutes that require technical rope and mountaineering skills. So far, no 

dye tracing efforts have successfully tied the system to inputs on the surface (Florea et al, 2013). 

Modelling the orientations of the faults combining the cave LiDAR with surface LiDAR could not only 

allow a better understanding of the hydrological inputs, but can also increase the safety and efficiency in 

future field work by allowing teams to better target areas for future dye tracing studies.  
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Chapter 3: Initial Project Proposal 

 

Funding to scan the caves was approved in 2013 [Project Management Information System (PMIS) 

186975A] through a Small Park Natural Resource Block fund. The funding was limited, and must have 

been used within the fiscal year of 2015 or else it would be appropriated back into the National Park 

Service budgets for redistribution.   Due to management and policy changes, Timpanogos Cave National 

Monument was unable to partner with the University of Utah’s Digit Lab as specified in the proposal. 

When the monument solicited quotes to various engineering and technical firms to laser scan the cave 

system, the estimates given were much higher than the budget allowed, with all quotes exceeding 

available funding amounts.  Timpanogos Cave National Monument had to evaluate alternative venues that 

would still meet the objectives and criteria in the initial funding proposal and within the approved funding 

amount, and the project funds would need to be fully allocated by 2015.  The objectives that needed to be 

met to ensure proper completion and success are listed below:  

3D laser scanning and the resultant 3D imagery of the caves will meet the following three objectives.  

1. Utilizing the latest technology will allow Timpanogos Cave to digitally 

capture cave features’ details and location with millimeter accuracy for both 

future research and accurate reproduction. With such precise measurements, 

multiple sets of imagery captured over time can be compared to determine the 

visitor impacts such as formation breakage or degradation of resources.  

2. To promote the Monument through virtual tours online or in the visitor 

center. This allows those whose physical or geographical limitations prevent 

them from accessing the caves to experience our geological and natural 

resources. 3-D laser scanning allows us to promote the Monument’s resources 

to a wider audience, as well as, providing the necessary data to create 

exceptional maps used in conjunction with restoration and other management 

projects.  

3. Capture and preserve the resources of this Monument through implementing 

technology that allows us to monitor and precisely replicate site features, as 

well as, forging new relationships with the surrounding community, 

universities and private businesses. 

Source: Original project PMIS statement. 01/04/12  
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Additional requirements for data resolution at one point per 5 square millimeters for the cave system were 

also specified, with an estimated project completion time of 9 months.  

Due to these objectives, budget constraints, and narrow time frame, Timpanogos Cave National 

Monument made the decision attempt to complete the project using “in-house” staff resources after tours 

had ended in the Fall of 2015. Due to the “use or lose” nature of the funding, all data would need to be 

collected and processed before 2016, giving 3 months instead of the originally proposed 9 for scanning.  

From a safety standpoint, data collection would most likely only be realistically possible in the month of 

November because of the increased frequency of avalanches and rockfall on the trail to the cave in the 

coming winter season.  

Given previous experience laser scanning the tour route at Wind Cave National Park and familiarity with 

Timpanogos Cave from working there as a physical science technician, a proposal that met or exceeded 

the original PMIS proposal objectives in the time allotted within the original specified budget was 

submitted. This proposal planned to scan the tour route of all three caves without color at millimeter scale 

in one month. The other two months would be dedicated to point cloud registration, cleaning, and creation 

of a video flythrough of the systems final pointcloud.  
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Chapter 4: Data Collection 

 

Summary:  

This chapter goes over the planning and methodology chosen for laser scanning the cave system. Planning 

was based on the stated objectives in the original laser scanning PMIS proposal. A brief discussion of the 

differences between scanning sessions in 2015 and 2019, techniques used to improve registration for post 

processing, and how to ensure optimal scanner performance in an environment that is traditionally hostile 

to electronics is covered.  The methods for using a tripod mounted LiDAR to scan vertical shafts and pits 

is also summarized. Because of these methods and techniques no damage to the scanners occurred in 

either data collection period (520 scans, almost 20 days working in the cave) and resource impact was 

minimized.  

 

Planning:  

Due to the variable weather conditions during the initial data collection phase in November of 2015, a 

rolling list of objectives based on priorities for the project was developed. The most important scan 

objective was determined to be the paved tour route, as the majority of the system is visible from it. The 

tour route was also considered to be the easiest part of the system to scan due to its concrete path, stairs, 

and level platforms. If time and weather allowed, other sections of the cave would be attempted until the 

snow made accessing the cave too hazardous to continue the project. The list of areas in order from 

highest to lowest priority was as follows:  

1. The paved tour route that went through all three systems.  

2. The “Introduction to Caving” tour route in Hansen Cave 

3. Other off-trail areas as time allowed, with priority given to the Root Passage in Hansen Cave and 

the Lower Passage in Timpanogos Cave, as these were the largest areas that were not visible from 

the tour routes.  

4. Photogrammetry of specific areas and speleothems. 
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Scans naming convention would be based on the area of the cave the scans were taken in to make 

organization, registration, and post processing easier. It would also make accessing certain parts of the 

pointcloud easier for park management, as they would recognize where the scans were taken based on the 

scan files name. When a junction between two distinct areas of the cave was reached, such as an airlock, 

two scans would be taken in the same spot, one with the door open and one with the door closed.  

Scans outside the cave would also be taken in conjunction with GPS coordinates in order to georeference 

the pointcloud in the hopes of future integration with surface LiDAR data of the region.  

 

Execution: 

Data collection for Timpanogos Cave National Monument occurred in two separate periods, November 

2015 and July 2019. A FARO Focus 3D X 330 phase shift LiDAR model was used for both periods 

(rental for 2015, the University of Arizona’s Mining and Geological Engineering departments in 2019).  

In November 2015 four hundred and eighty-six scans were taken of the system in 13 days. Time spent in 

the cave for the month was 73 hours and 8 minutes, with an average of 6.66 scans taken per hour.  Scan 

time for most scans varied between 2-5 minutes. Scan resolution for 90% of all scans were set at a 

minimum of 1/4 or 1/5 via software presets.  ¼ quality is a resolution of 10120x4268 points, or roughly 

43 million points per scan, with 10120 pts/360° horizontal and 4268 pts/300° vertical from the scanner’s 

aperture. 1/5 resolution was 8192x3414 points for the same area, totaling roughly 28 million points.  

Quality settings in the FARO scanner were set to 3x, and “Clear Contour” was enabled for 2015 but 

disabled in 2019 due to issues in post processing. Several of the scanners built in instruments were also 

enabled to help aid in post processing and registration, specifically the altimeter, inclinometer, and 

compass. The integrated GPS was only used when the scanner was outside the cave. A list of equipment 

used for scanning can be read in the appendices (APPENDIX-E). 
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Pros and cons: Many lower resolution scans versus fewer higher resolution scans: 

Laser scanners can only measure what is within line of sight to their aperture. Obstacles that obscure this 

line of sight, such as people, the scanner itself, or curves in the passage, cause gaps, or occlusions in the 

recorded data. In order to produce a more complete model of the environment, multiple scans at different 

positions are required. In a geometrically complex three-dimensional space, such as a cave passage, 

obtaining an accurate shape of the entire passage requires strategic placement of the scanner to reduce the 

incidence of occluded areas.   

Another area to keep in mind when determining scanner placement is the circular area directly beneath 

the scanner location, this area is blocked by the scanner itself during scanning, resulting in hole in the 

scan cloud. Ensuring the previous scanners location is within sight of the subsequent scan will eliminate 

these gaps. An added bonus is that the resulting overlap of redundant data between the scans is helpful for 

cloud to cloud matching algorithms.   

Given the relatively small passage size for the majority of the system and the PMIS proposals stated 

objective of a millimeter accurate final pointcloud, most areas could be scanned to target point densities 

using low resolutions. For the larger rooms or areas with complicated geometry multiple closely spaced 

scans were used to achieve millimeter scale point spacing (Figure 6).    

Drawbacks to this method are more wear and tear on the scanner with more setup and breakdowns, 

additional physical effort on the part of the scanning technicians, and more redundant data.  To illustrate 

this, the total amounts of measurements taken for the Timpanogos Cave pointcloud was over 23 billion 

points. When a project pointcloud was created from the final registered scans and sub sampled to 1 point 

every millimeter, the cloud was only 11.5 billion points. 
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Equipment Damage:  

The only damage to scanning equipment in 2015 occurred on day 10 of scanning when a leg of the 

scanner tripod was hyperextended after being loosened. This resulted in a piece of plastic that prevented 

the leg from separating becoming broken. While not crucial for continued operation, the part was replaced 

during the scanning period.  

 

Cave Resource Impact: 

Cave resources are fragile and easily damaged. There is extensive documentation on methods to mitigate 

impact. For readers unfamiliar with the topic, Cave Conservation and Restoration (Werker, 2006) is an 

excellent starting point on the many techniques and best practices used to prevent unnecessary impact.  

Before data collection Timpanogos Cave National Monument’s cave management plan and park service 

personnel, specifically the Integrated Resource Management Chief and Physical Scientist were consulted 

on how to best minimize impact when scanning. It is also worth noting that scanning personnel were all 

very familiar with the resource, as all of them were former or current cave resource technicians at the 

Monument.  

For muddy areas, care was taken to ensure no tracking or marking over clean surfaces occurred, including 

the paved trail.  In areas of the cave where no mud was present, clean sets of gear and non-marking shoes 

were changed into on a clean tarp. The tripod’s rubber feet were also thoroughly cleaned before scanning. 

These areas include part of the Lower Passage near Chimes Chamber in Timpanogos Cave, an alcove in 

the Big Room of Middle Cave, and the Caramel Staircase in Hansen Cave. Some areas were considered 

too fragile or sensitive to attempt to scan, specifically parts of Father Times Jewel Box and crawlways 

around Chimes Chamber.  

Because of these precautions and the familiarity and experience of the scanning personnel with the 

resource, no unacceptable impacts to the cave environment occurred for the project. However, some 
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previous impacts were discovered, namely the presence of footprints in a clean section of the Lower 

Passage. These were documented and removed.  

Fatigue can result in lapses in judgement and safety, which have damaged equipment, impacted cave 

resources, and injured personnel. The National Speleological Society’s biannual American Caving 

Accidents report provides hundreds of examples of cave accidents caused by or complicated by 

exhaustion while caving.  

Hard time limits for scanning were put in place to alleviate exhaustion and mental fatigue. Each day of 

scanning started at 8:30AM and stopped no later than 16:30 PM. Scanning did not occur on weekends and 

holidays to ensure proper rest and energy recovery of personnel.  Equipment to mitigate exposure and 

prevent injury, such as warm waterproof jackets, knee and elbow pads, fleeces, and crampons for the 

daily hike up the trail, were used.  
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Figure 6: A pointcloud plan view render of a section of Timpanogos Cave. The scan locations are shown as 

blue circles. Note the differences in the number of scans used to characterize various parts of the cave. A 

lower number of scans were used to characterize the exit shelter (top of the figure) compared with the tour 

route (left passage), which features numerous ceiling cupolas and curves. Comparatively, even more scans 

were used to characterize Soda Pop Pit (right side of the figure), which is a vertical corkscrew with numerous 

ceiling features and smaller passageways branching off at multiple levels.  Rendered in SCENE 2019.  
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Additional time was taken to collect color data and capture additional detail with higher resolution scans 

in seven areas.  Color data was taken in The Organ Pipe Room, Hansen Lake, Middle Cave Lake, the Big 

Room, Chimes Chamber, the Camel Room, and Father Times Jewel box. Scan resolution for these areas 

did not exceed ½ resolution (20252x8534 or 173 million points per scan).  

The majority of the scans were done along the paved tour route and the undeveloped “Introduction to 

Caving” route. When those areas were completed, difficult scanning areas were targeted, specifically the 

Upper Fault Line, the Root Passage, and very fragile areas, like Father Times Jewel Box. The Lower 

Passage, another fragile passage that paralleled the tour route that is not open for visitation, was also 

scanned.  The rental scanner performed without issue for the entirety of the process and was returned in 

working order at the end of November.   

 

2019 Data collection:  

In July of 2019 additional scanning took place targeting the more vertical areas of the system. The 

objectives of this second trip were to scan the Upper Faultline to the entrance of Middle Cave which was 

roughly 27.4m (90 feet) above the tour route, Soda Pop Pit in Timpanogos Cave, a corkscrewing 29m (95 

foot) pit with seasonal water flow, and the Caramel Staircase in Hansen Cave. All three of these areas 

require climbing, belays and rope ascending/descending systems. Due to limited time and energy 

constraints, only Caramel Staircase and Soda Pop Pit were completed. A total of 43 scans were taken in 

the cave in 2019. Totaling 16 hours and 55 minutes of time spent scanning in the cave with an average of 

2.53 scans per hour.  

Overall, data was collected for most of the system. (Figure 7). Aside from the Middle Cave Entrance not 

being scanned due to time constraints, other areas were not prioritized due to their size (Red Dirt Crawls, 

Hansen Dig), treacherous nature with mud buildup (Living Color Room), or difficulty in tying the areas 
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into existing cloud data 

 

Figure 7: A plan view of the Timpanogos Cave System color coded to show the extent that the system was 

scanned. A render of the systems pointcloud has been placed slightly offset of the map to illustrate how well 

the cloud matches with the survey. Map adapted from Kowallis 2003. A higher resolution version of this 

figure can be seen in the appendices (APPENDIX-A).  

 

because of small constrictions in the passages (Angel Hair Room, Sawtooth Dome).  The scanner used 

had a minimum range of around 2 feet (0.6m), which made capturing small diameter passages difficult 
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and time consuming (Figure 8).  

 

Figure 8: The FARO Focus scanning the crawlway that leads to Soda Pop Pit in Timpanogos Cave. Gloves 

are included for scale.  The scanner was not able to accurately record the wall on the left side due to 

minimum data range restrictions. This problem was alleviated by ensuring the wall was scanned in 

subsequent scans at distances greater than 0.6m.  Picture taken July 2019.  

 

Discussion:  

These numbers are meant to show just how much more difficult the areas in 2019 were to scan compared 

to 2015. It’s important to note that average scan times and resolution was similar for both 2015 and 2019. 

The same scanner model was also used for data collection. The reason for the 2019 scanning periods 

much lower scans per hour is that terrestrial scanners on tripods are not easy to use while on rope in 

vertical pits. Placement of the tripod, coordinating the scanners belay, and positioning the technician in 

such a way as to not destabilize the scanner or inadvertently get caught in the scan drastically reduced 

efficiency and speed making setups take on average 3 times longer while on rope. Additionally, scanner 
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positions were further limited by the corkscrew nature of the cave, slippery surfaces, and dripping water 

which could impact scanner accuracy and performance if allowed to land on the mirror. Using a handheld 

scanner would be more appropriate assuming safety isn’t compromised by using one hand to scan while 

on rope. However, there is little documentation on the use of handheld scanners for mapping vertical 

shafts and passages in caves as of the writing of this thesis. A large part of why these areas were 

successfully scanned with a tripod mounted scanner can be attributed to preplanning and practice prior to 

July 2019 at the University of Arizona’s San Xavier Underground Mining Laboratory. A short summary 

of that particular project can be read in APPENDIX-B.  

 

Pre-planning of scanner placement and time estimations were done in the summer of 2018 with resource 

management personnel at the Monument. By going on site and physically visiting each targeted area a 

better idea of what was and was not feasible was made. During this period a team size of two was 

specified for safety and efficiency during scanning. 

 

Using terrestrial LiDAR scanners in vertical environments:  

 

Warning:  

It should be noted that attempting to scan while on rope should not be undertaken without extensive 

knowledge and proficiency in single rope climbing technique, equipment, and rigging experience in 

caves, which is beyond the scope of this Thesis. Using vertical equipment without proper training can 

result in injury or death.  
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Single Rope Technique (SRT) System:  

 
The ascending and descending system used for this project was a “frog” system, which is typically used in 

Europe for vertical work in caves, although it is becoming more popular in the US (Marbach, 2002). This 

system enables the user to climb, changeover, and rappel on a single rope. For a list of gear used for the 

system and training recommendations please consult APPENDIX-D. The scanner was attached to the 

harness via a tether when travelling up and down the rope. Travel up and down the rope was slow and 

deliberate to ensure the scanner did not knock on walls or slopes while in transit. (Figure 9) 

 

Figure 9: Scanning Soda Pop Pit in Timpanogos Cave required specialized rope equipment and training. 

Photo NPS 
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Tripod Placement:  

 
The scanner tripod placement was a crucial part of the process. Improper assessment on the stability of 

the tripod could cause the scanner to not be stable while scanning, which would at best require additional 

placement and rescanning. At worst, improper placement would result in the scanner falling during the 

scan when it was off belay. Once the area to be scanned was reached all three legs would need to be 

steady before the scanner could be placed on the tripod. Finding a good position for each leg is difficult 

when dealing with slippery walls, loose rocks, muddy slopes, and water while hanging on a rope. Tripod 

adjustment takes the majority of the setup time.  Once the tripod was in place it was test weighted at least 

three times before the scanner was raised into position.  

 

Scanner Belay system:  

 
The scanner carrying case was set up on a simple progress minding belay to prevent it from being 

dropped while rappelling or climbing. After being placed in the case, a rope was lowered from the top of 

the vertical shaft was attached to the cases handle via a large carabiner.  The scanner was raised and 

lowered with this rope through a pulley, which could be operated by someone at the top of the shaft or by 

the scanner operator. If, for whatever reason, the scanner case was dropped a progress capture device 

installed at the pulley would prevent the scanner from falling too far. This particular setup used a prusik 

(8mm static PMI accessory cord) for progress capture and a Petzl prusik minding pulley. If the scanner 

became entangled or wedged under something while on rope, the belay could be lowered hand over hand 

after opening the prusik. Training and operation of the belay system was done before the scanner was 

attached to ensure correct setup, proper understanding, and usage. Because of this method, all scans in 

vertical areas were done from the bottom up for both the San Xavier and Timpanogos scanning projects.  
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Scanner Care:  

 
Previous studies have shown that the accuracy of terrestrial laser scanner range finder measurements 

depends on multiple factors such as instrument mechanism, scanned objects reflection properties, scan 

geometry, and atmospheric conditions (Soudarissanane et al., 2011). In an attempt to mitigate the already 

adverse conditions of the scanning environment, additional precautions and preventative care was taken to 

ensure proper scanner operation and accuracy while in the cave.  

 

Ambient conditions in the Cave:  

 
The Timpanogos Cave System microclimate has an average relative humidity of 100% and a temperature 

of 7.2° Centigrade (45 degrees Fahrenheit). During the initial data collection phase (November 2015), 

outside temperatures were commonly below freezing (32 °F, 0 °C). Carrying the scanner up and down the 

mountainside every day in icy conditions was not considered to be safe for personnel and equipment. To 

prevent condensation and moisture buildup, when not in use the scanner was kept in a locked heated room 

up at the cave, known as the Ranger Room.  Before data collection, a propane tank was brought up to the 

cave by the park’s Facility Management Team. A propane heater was used to heat the ranger room to an 

average of 54 ° F (12.2 ° C). Silica gel moisture absorbers were placed in the pelican case the scanner was 

stored in. These reusable 40-gram packets were rotated out every other day. Absorbency was reactivated 

by placing the pack on a sheet in an oven for three hours at 300 ° F (149 °C).  These precautions were put 

in place to ensure the scanner had time to dry out before the next day of scanning. While the scanner did 

not have any issues for the entirety of the project, it is unknown if that was due to these preventative 

measures or simply due to its durability.   
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Figure 10 : An example photo of a typical 40-gram desiccant silica gel canister similar to the ones used during 

data collection. The silica gel changes color based on how much moisture it has absorbed, going from dark 

blue (dry) to pink (saturated). [Image Hydrosorbent Dehumidifiers, Amazon, accessed October 2019] 

 

Dust and drips can foul the scanner’s mirror and are a constant hazard in the cave. Whenever the scanner 

was not actively scanning, a protective foam cover was put over the mirror. Before the scanner was put in 

place the scanning position was assessed for possible drips. Drip holes in the floor and condensation 

buildup on the ceiling were inspected and the scanner was repositioned if needed. If the mirror becomes 

soiled it interferes with the time-of-flight measurements taken. This results in clouds with more errant 

points and “noise”, which detracts from the accuracy of the scan. If unacceptable amounts of dust buildup 

or lower scan quality were identified, loose detritus was removed with a squeezable air blower. After 

several blasts, specialized tech wipes and alcohol and acetone free lens cleaner was carefully applied to 

the mirror to remove whatever was left. It is important to note that using compressed air to clean the 

mirror is not recommended, as chemicals within the canister can interfere with the lens. [Supplemental 

Material, FARO Manual] The scanner mirror was only cleaned once during the 2015 data collection 

phase.  
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Multiple batteries were important for the success of the project, as they could be hot swapped as needed 

to increase total amount of time scanning per day. Typical battery life was between 3:45 – 4 hours in the 

cave. The scanner battery was swapped out each day after lunch with one on the Rapid Charger. Charging 

times were typically less than 1 hour from <25% to 100%.  

 

Georeferencing: 

For georeferencing, GPS data was collected with a GARMIN Oregon 450t consumer-tier GPS device and 

the scanners built in GPS at the entrance of Hansen Cave in 2015. A GPS point was unable to be taken for 

the Exit Shelter on the other side of the trail due to insufficient signal.  Due to the accuracy of the GPS 

devices used, future registrations with more precise instrumentation can further improve registration and 

accurate matching of the cave pointcloud to surface LiDAR.  

 

Photogrammetry:  

While not the focal point of this particular project, 30 Speleothems and speleogen models were captured 

using photogrammetric techniques. The models created will be used to showcase high resolution 

speleothems in color for the application. Selection was based on variety, whether or not the speleothem 

was too small to show up in the scan (less than 5mm generally), and scientific significance. A Canon 

Rebel xTi and an Olympus Tough camera were used.  AGI Photoscan software was used for model 

creation.  

 

Registration tools:  

To facilitate scan registration, 145mm (5.7 in) diameter target spheres were used on both scanning 

sessions. The initial reasoning behind using target spheres was that registration would be less 

computationally intensive if it was done through targets rather than through cloud to cloud matching 
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methods in FARO Scene. Registration using cloud to cloud algorithms can become cumbersome to run on 

projects exceeding several hundred scans due to hardware constraints and the size and number of clouds 

that need to be loaded into memory.  For example: A cloud to cloud registration on SCENE 2019 (7.0) of 

the Timpanogos Cave master pointcloud (520 scans total and over 100 separate clusters) takes an average 

of 7 hours on an 8-core (16 thread, 4.0 gHz for all cores) computer with 64 GB of RAM and a solid state 

drive, and often ends up utilizing the Windows 10 page file. System wide registration using targets took a 

maximum time of 45 minutes.  

The awkward and irregular nature of the cave, which has abrupt changes in the ceiling floors and walls 

also makes it harder for the software to match up scans just using the clouds alone. This is most apparent 

when trying to scan small tight areas that open up into much larger spaces, as the amount of overlap 

between scans is minimal.  If there is not enough overlap scan registration can fail, resulting in 

mismatching scans and incorrect placement. These false positives would sometimes be reported as 

accurate by SCENE, and needed to be manually vetted.  

Target spheres can be automatically identified with the scanner’s cloud processing software because of 

their consistent silhouette and reflectance (albedo). Registration of scans using targets is best when 3 or 

more targets are visible between the scans, allowing for precise triangulation of the scanners position. 

This when used in conjunction with the scanners built in inclinometer and compass can produce 

registration errors averaging less than 4mm between scans, even in less than ideal scanning environments 

such as caves. Before each scan the targets that were not being used for registration were leapfrogged in 

the direction of scanning. Placement of targets was important, and placements where a single target could 

be seen for multiple scans were prioritized to increase efficiency. Once the spheres were in place the 

scanner was levelled using the built-in inclinometer. The visibility of the spheres was verified from the 

scanners position.  After the scan the process was repeated, with removing the spheres that were not 

visible from the previous 2 scans up to the new area to be scanned. A standard scanning workflow can be 

seen in the supplemental material section (APPENDIX-C). 
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Where the passage split, sphere targets were left in place at the junction and utilized later in the data 

collection phased based on what areas of the cave were highest priority.  

While sphere targets were very useful for creating tight registrations, they were not without their own 

problems. Placement and care to not knock the spheres over took additional time and required consistent 

vigilance, as even a small bump or fall could damage them. Only one sphere was broken for the project, 

in 2019, due to being left overnight on an unstable slope. A packrat (Neotoma) which had been identified 

in that specific area earlier, was suspected. Spheres might not be the best choice to use in caves that have 

animals or in areas that are within reach of tourists and people not familiar with the project. Six sphere 

targets were used for data collection in 2015, and four in 2019. 

More information about data processing issues that arose from using sphere targets can be read in the 

Data Processing chapter.  
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Chapter 5: Pointcloud Processing 

 

Summary:  

In order to create an accurate digital representation of the cave, the data collected must be refined and 

registered. The quality of the final model is directly based on the accuracy and cleanliness of the point 

cloud. Pointcloud data structure was organized and labelled based on where in the cave the scans were 

taken. These scans were then combined into labelled clusters. Registration of the clouds using SCENE is 

also covered. In summary, 520 scans had an average error registration of 3.7mm, with a maximum error 

between scans of 5.2mm for the system. The cloud once registered needed to be cleaned, as stray points 

interfere with mesh creation. This included removal of targets, objects, and noise. The total amount of 

time registering and cleaning scans was 350 hours. Because of the resolution and registration accuracy of 

the scans, cave formations that are less than 5mm in scale are not accurately modelled.   

 

Registration: 

Scan pointclouds were cleaned and registered using FARO SCENE software (version 5.6 in 2015 and 

version 7.1.1 in 2019). SCENE was selected as it came with the scanner rental in 2015.  520 scans were 

used for the final pointcloud of the cave system. For registration and organization, scans were filed into 

107 nested clusters. These clusters were named based on the locations of the scans taken. Each cluster 

was individually registered and then combined with larger cluster groups, which were subsequently 

registered together and combined into still larger groups of clusters.  

Scan cluster organization example:  
TICA> 

>Hansen Cave 

>OrganPipeRoom 

>Walkway 

>ColoredScans 

>OrganPipe001.fls 

>OrganPipe002.fls 

>OrganPipe003.fls 
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Initial registration was done using spherical targets which were automatically identified by SCENE 

during the processing of the scan. Additional instrument recordings were also used, such as the scans 

inclination and compass measurements. After this initial automatic process, the result was visually 

inspected to confirm proper scan placement. Occasionally SCENE would mistakenly identify parts of the 

cave as target spheres and use these areas for registration. Most of these false positives came from 

rounded flowstone that was dry and light colored. If the target registration was not successful, manual 

point picking between scans and manual sphere selection was used to roughly align problem scans. Very 

rarely the cloud would have to be visually aligned to ensure a successful registration. Once target 

registration was completed, a secondary cloud to cloud registration was then run on selected scans 

multiple times at increasing levels of cloud resolution and smaller search distances until mean error for 

the group fell below 4mm.   

Total time taken to register 478 scans taken in 2015 (using SCENE 5.6) was 160 hours for a full-time 

government employee (4 weeks at 40 hours a week). Registration was run on a quad core computer with 

an SSD, dedicated Quadro graphics card, and 32 GB of RAM built specifically for pointcloud processing. 

As the number of scans used for registration increased so did the time it took for the registration to run. 

This was most noticeable during cloud to cloud registrations, which loaded the clouds simultaneously 

instead of assessing the position of the spherical targets between scans.  A sweet spot of no more than 20 

scans per cluster was identified early in the registration process. While anecdotal, this could be based on 

the memory capacity of the computer used. Each clusters maximum scan error was less than 4mm, with 

one exception: A cluster in Chimes Chamber had a maximum registration error of 4.4mm (Supplemental 

Materials: Registration Report 2015). The entire dataset was re-registered in 2018 using a newer version 

of SCENE (7.1) and a final registration was completed in August of 2019, which added the scans taken in 

July of that year. Registration was completed an 8-core computer with 64GB of RAM.  The final reported 

average registration error was 2.3mm for the entire system with a maximum of 5.2 mm of error between 

scans taken in Soda Pop Pit.  
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Future areas of improvement:  

While the reported results appear encouraging, the metrics used to calculate average error for the entire 

520 scan project just compare the highest-level clusters registration error to calculate error statistics 

instead of using all sub clusters in the calculation. When all 107 clusters registration errors are averaged 

together manually, the mean registration is 3.7mm. Soda Pop Pit’s maximum registration error of 5.2mm 

could be improved further with additional scans, however the placement of these scans would require 

specialized equipment that can anchor the tripod to the side of a vertical shaft. Considering the conditions, 

mud covered surfaces, and dripping water, this was not feasible in the limited time allotted. An alternative 

scanning solution, such as a handheld SLAM algorithm-based scanner could be more appropriate for 

collecting data in this scenario.  Handheld mobile laser scanners have been used successfully in caves 

with difficult terrain, and are in many cases faster than traditional tripod mounted based scanners in 

scanning caves (Zlot, 2014; Farella 2016). When example pointclouds created by terrestrial and hand held 

scanners were visually compared in 2015 during initial project proposal research, terrestrial scanners were 

thought to give the highest chance of success in meeting the proposal object of a “millimeter accurate” 

pointcloud. Still, handheld LiDAR is an exciting direction and offers unmatched ease of use, especially 

for caves.  

It is also worth noting that the master pointcloud for the system only has one point with GPS coordinates 

recorded at the entrance to Hansen Cave. This point was taken with a consumer level GPS and the 

scanners integrated GPS, so accuracy could be improved. Georeferencing via surface matching usually 

requires three points for accurate triangulation (M. Alba, M. Scaioni, 2005). In the future, GPS 

coordinates can be added to the dataset. Another method would be to survey from known points, such as 

USGS markers, to stations that are within the cave pointcloud. Ideally, additional GPS points would be 

taken at the Exit Shelter of the cave tour to better constrain registration error drift.  
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The maximum resolution of the cloud was not high enough to accurately capture formations and discrete 

features, the smallest features that were resolvable and recognizable were generally no less than 5mm. 

Possible reasons as to why this limit exists can be attributed to a combination of the registration error 

between scans, the inherent inaccuracy in scanning measurements taking in the cave environment, and the 

diameter of the laser.  

Pointcloud Cleaning:  

The FARO Focus 3D 330X is a phase shift scanner capable of measuring up to 976,000 points per 

second. Measurements are taken using a Class 1, 1550nm (infrared) laser pulses with a beam diameter of 

2.25mm(1/e) and a divergence of typically 0.11mrad (0.011°) (1/e, half angle) according to manufacturer 

specifications. Ranging error varies between ±2mm at 25 meters in ideal conditions.  

While stray points and noise are expected when using both time of flight (TOF) and phase shift terrestrial 

laser scanners in the field, the presence of airborne dust and water vapor in the cave causes additional 

stray points. The presence of shiny dark plastics for the cave lighting system, and reflective stainless-steel 

railings and airlock doors caused errant point scattering. The extent of this scattering artifacts make the 

point cloud representations of these objects inaccurate, which interferes with mesh generation further 

down the pipeline.  

To reduce noise, the “Remove stray points” and the older “Remove Stray” filters in SCENE were used. 

Remaining errant point data was then removed manually. Removed objects included stainless steel 

railings, lighting fixtures, cables and wires, ropes, trash receptacles, people and packs that were 

inadvertently scanned, and a wheeled gurney that was used to carry down people off the mountain in the 

case of illness or injury. Additionally, all scanned target spheres were also removed, as their presence in 

the final simulation would distract from the cave and could potentially cause confusion. The removal of 

hundreds of objects by hand was a time-consuming process, taking roughly 190 hours and over 150 

revisions to the master point cloud. One of the reasons for the high number of revisions was SCENE’s 

proclivity to crash or hang if more than 20 edits to the pointcloud were made without restarting it. This 
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could be due to the hardware being used, but this is just speculation. A separate version of the cloud, with 

all the objects still intact was left for historical records. An example of the workflow can be seen in 

(Figures 12-16)  

 

Figure 11: Lighting fixtures in the cave system are comprised of shiny black plastic and translucent 

polycarbonate. The interaction between the laser with these surfaces create stray scan points. These stray 

points cause issues with mesh construction further down the pipeline if not removed.  
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Figure 12: A bounding box is placed on the object that needs to be removed. 

 

 

Figure 13: The bounding box is fitted around the object to minimize the deletion of cave surface points. 
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Figure 14: How the spot looks after the light has been removed. Note the occluded area where a target sphere 

near the center of the picture on the trail. All target spheres were also removed from the cloud.   Each light 

and target took roughly 1-2 minutes on average to remove.  

 

 

Figure 15: Railings take much longer to remove compared to light fixtures due to their size and complexity. 
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Figure 16: An example of point scattering adversely affecting the cave data. Once the railing is removed an 

outline of it can be seen on adjacent cave surfaces. The outline is visible on the wall just to the right of the 

center of the figure. These will require further cleaning. Railings take on average 45 minutes to one hour of 

work to remove. All railing clouds are saved in case they are needed later. 

 

Moisture: 

Water is very good at absorbing the 1550nm infrared laser emitted by the scanner. This resulted in null 

returns whenever there were pools present and caused wet formations and walls to appear darker than 

normal. Through luck and drought conditions, the largest pool in the system, Hansen Lake, was mostly 

dry during the time of scanning, allowing data returns for an area that is underwater for most of the year. 

 

Color:  

The majority of the cave was scanned in greyscale (values from 0-255), which was based on the intensity 

of the return signal. Attempting to scan in color was difficult to do due to limited lighting within the cave. 

Five caving lamps, with a maximum output of 1200 lumens were listed in the project proposal to aid in 

color capture. These lamps had a color rendering index (CRI) of 92 and no discernable “spot” or localized 

area of increased brightness. The hope was that the “flood” nature of the light would eliminate shadows, 
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while the high CRI would ensure accurate color reproduction. Unfortunately, this was not the case. In 

large rooms the lamps were not strong enough to provide acceptable levels of light for the scanners 

integrated camera to work well. This resulted in spotty coverage for each scan. When these scans were 

combined and color corrected in SCENE 5.6, the resulting coloration was not accurate. An example of a 

simulation that was created using colorized pointclouds from the scanners built in camera can be seen 

here: (Figure 17) 

 

Figure 17: Virtual screenshot of the 2016 big room demo, which used color from the scanners built in camera. 

The cave ceiling is pictured here with artifacts from color correction between scans. The cave does not 

contain sky blue specs and does not have striping (mid right of center) in real life.  

 

Assigning color based on the intensity values in the greyscale scans was considered, but ultimately not 

utilized. Reasons against was that the colors would be artificial and not an accurate representation of what 

was there. Multiple scans of the same area from different angles displayed different intensity values, and 

the presence of moisture on the walls caused the wetter areas to be much darker in coloration.  

Future attempts to capture color in caves, where there is often a complete absence of light, would likely 

need different equipment to be successful. A sensitive camera with good low-light tolerances and a high 
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dynamic range, that takes multiple photos at different exposure settings, can be used to create accurate 

color reproductions. Additional lighting would be needed, especially for the larger rooms. Panel LED’s 

would need to be edited out of the scans, increasing processing time. One possible solution would be to 

use a 360-degree camera system with an integrated light. By placing this camera on the scanner tripod 

after a scan, the scan can be colorized with the photos assuming the cameras position was adjusted to 

match the scanners aperture. However maximum image fidelity would be limited by point resolution with 

this method.  

Photogrammetry has also been used to create high resolution models of cave rooms and passages at 

resolutions comparable to LiDAR derived models.  Photo2Topo videos show excellent color reproduction 

and accurate model creation using Reality Capture (software) to process 10,000 images to create models 

of caves for the Edwards Aquifer Authority (Schindel, von Cramon, 2018). Overhead4d used a 

combination of photogrammetry and a FARO laser scanner to create a high-resolution simulation of 

Jaskyňa Domica for the Poliankovo Digital Gallery in Tatranska Polianka, Slovakia with Reality Capture. 
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Chapter 6: Workflow  

 

 

Figure 18 : A comparison between a photograph and simulation of Middle Cave Lake. While there is a good 

approximation of shape, the simulation does not have accurate coloration, being derived from a greyscale 

pointcloud. 

  

1. Generate robust normals on cleaned cloud.  

2. Generate mesh of the cloud 

3. Remove isolated geometry 

4. Divide mesh into smaller “chunks”. 

5. Decimate chunks 

6. Texture Parameterize chunks (UV Mapping) 

7. Transfer vertex colors to texture map 

8. Assign materials to chunks 

9. Import into Unreal Engine and generate LODs 

 

Summary: 

Once the point cloud has been sufficiently cleaned, the next steps are to convert these data into a structure 

and format that is specifically optimized for game engines (Figure 18). Modern day game engines have a 
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number of features that can efficiently utilize limited hardware resources. And while it might appear to a 

user that they are in an immersive and seamless environment, game engines are very good at selectively 

loading only what is visible based on a number of factors which will be briefly explained in this chapter. 

This workflow is data agnostic, in that it can be used for any oriented point cloud set, including ones with 

color. The programs used are open source unless otherwise noted.  

A summary of each step listed below is provided. Along with alternatives and reasoning behind the 

software or filters used. Final output of the pipeline is dependent on the initial quality of the data 

collected.  

 

Step 1: Generate robust normals on cleaned cloud 

 

Program Used: CloudCompare (CloudCompare, 2019 version 2.10) 

While there are many ways to generate a surface (also known as a mesh) from a pointcloud, the best 

meshing algorithm for this particular dataset was found to be screened Poisson reconstruction (Kazhdan, 

2006, 2013). Poisson reconstruction excels at generating high resolution watertight meshes from noisy 

pointclouds with discontinuous gaps in the data.  This algorithm is a good fit for meshing cave 

pointclouds generated from terrestrial LiDAR. 

However, Poisson reconstruction requires points in the cloud to have an oriented normal. Think of a 

normal as a vector that delineates where a point is facing in space. Without normals, Poisson 

reconstruction does not know which way the generated surface should face. (Figure 19) Because of this, 

the resulting mesh is full of artifacts and incorrectly aligned surfaces. There was no normal data for the 

master pointcloud, so normals needed to be generated for all 22 billion points.   
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Figure 19: 2D representation of how Poisson reconstruction uses oriented points to generate a watertight 

surface. Adapted from Kazhdan, 2006. 

 

The original method for generating normals was based on computing normals on sections of the project 

point cloud. This was done via Meshlab (Meshlab, 2019 version 2016.12) and CloudCompare’s built in 

“Compute Normals” filters. Because of the fractured and complicated shape of the point cloud and the 

large number of gaps present in point cloud data, these algorithms often outputted discontinuous normals. 

The resulting computed normals would often have islands of points that would have to be manually 

flipped to match the rest of the cloud. In addition, computing normals over a small section of the cloud 

could take upwards of 30 minutes of processing time on a quad core computer. Using this method for the 

entire cave system would be an inefficient use of human and computer time.  

The normals problem was solved by computing normals for each individual registered scan via scanning 

grids. Normals are calculated when the scans are loaded into CloudCompare based on the original 

positions of the scanner in each scan, this can be done in CloudCompare exporting scans from SCENE as 

FLS or PTX files. There are other proprietary data formats that can also be exported from SCENE with 

normals, but those options were not pursued due to budget constraints. While this method has limitations, 

with large amounts of RAM required to load full scans and then recombine and subsample them, the 

normals are much more robust than the previous method and do not need to be touched up manually. 

Generating normals for each scan can be automatically batch processed using basic scripting instructions 
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in the CloudCompare Command Line (Figure 20).  Once normals were generated, the cloud was 

subsampled to 1 point every square millimeter. 

 

Figure 20: A screenshot of the CloudCompare command line, used for batch processing normals. The script 

generated normals, merged scan clouds and subsampled the Middle Cave master point cloud (155 scans, 1.38 

billion points) at one point every square millimeter. 

 

Step 2: Generate mesh for the cave from the oriented pointcloud cloud.  

 
 

Algorithm used: Adaptive Solvers x64: Screened Poisson Reconstruction (V11.00 onwards) (Kazhdan 

2013) via a Singularity container on a large memory supercomputing node.  

 

When using Poisson reconstruction, how closely the mesh approximates the pointcloud is significantly 

affected by the octree depth parameter. An octree is a commonly used tree data structure in 3D computer 

graphics (Samet, 1988). Each cube of designated space is recursively subdivided into eight octants with 

each increment.  As octree depth increases, the number of nodes used to approximate the Poisson surface 

reconstruction problem increases exponentially (Kazhdan, 2013). The higher the octree parameter, the 

more triangles are used to approximate the shape of the cloud resulting in higher resolution and detail. 

(Figure 21)  
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Figure 21: Increasing the octree depth parameter beyond 11 on large meshes rapidly becomes 

computationally expensive. It’s estimated for every increase in octree depth, the time and memory used for 

Poisson reconstruction increases by a factor of four (Khazdan, 2013). In order to generate meshes that were 

detailed enough to resolve sub centimeter cave features, the Poisson reconstruction octree depth for these 

particular clouds would need to be between either around 15 or 16. 
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Attempting to mesh large cave pointclouds at high octree depth was not feasible on desktop computer 

hardware. While the memory footprint could be circumvented by chopping these large clouds up into 

smaller pieces and running Poisson reconstruction on each separate part, which now had significant holes, 

the resulting meshes would need to be manually cleaned to remove artifacts. (Figure 22) 

 

 

Figure 22: A segment of the cave that has been meshed using Poisson reconstruction. The picture on the left 

shows the geometry generated when the algorithm attempts to close the large hole created when this chunk 

was segmented from the rest of the cave. While these artifacts can be removed by various means, it was not 

feasible to do this several hundred times by hand. Even when done by hand the resulting seams were still 

visible, detracting from the accuracy of the simulation. Images rendered in CloudCompare.  

 

To circumvent this issue, the utilization of larger computer systems with more RAM was required. The 

large memory node in the Ocelote supercomputing cluster at the University of Arizona possessed two 

terabytes of RAM, significantly higher than any traditional desktop as of the writing of this thesis.  

An updated version of PoissonRecon (v11.00+) was packaged and uploaded to the “large memory node” 

using a singularity container image. Singularity containers can be generally thought of a basic controlled 

program environment that is useful for packaging scientific workflows and software (Kurtzer, 2017). 

Portions of the cave cloud, which were divided by the airlock doors that separated the caves, were also 

uploaded to a local drive. This careful segmentation ensured that no large holes in the cloud were created. 

After some troubleshooting in the winter of 2019, the large memory node was able to be fully utilized to 
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create mesh reconstructions from clouds in excess of 2 billion points at octree depths of 15 and even 16 

(Figure 23).  

 

 

Figure 23: HTOP Screenshot of Poisson Reconstruction utilizing 1.3 terabytes of RAM and 48 cores on 

Ocelote’s “large memory node” to generate a mesh with sub centimeter scale resolution from a 1.38-billion-

point cloud. Wall time taken to create the mesh: 9.5 hours. 

 

Step 3: Remove isolated geometry 

 

Program Used: Meshlab 

 Filter: Small Component Selection > Delete faces and vertices  

The resulting meshes created from Poisson reconstruction are watertight, or closed completely. However, 

small isolated points which are present in under sampled areas of the cave, or from noise that wasn’t 

sufficiently removed during cloud cleaning, or isolated areas that were under sampled create artifacts. 

These normally manifest as floating balls, which can be distracting when observed in the simulation. In 

addition, these isolated islands of geometry cause additional strain on computational resources. Removing 

them increases performance (less triangle and vertices to render) while also preventing artifacts from 

being visible in the final simulation.   
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Step 4: Divide mesh into smaller chunks 

 

Program Used: Adaptive Solvers x64, ChunkPLY (Kazhdan 2019) 

Modern day game engines have been shown to be very efficient at selectively rendering objects that are 

only within the cameras view. The graphical term for this technique is known as view frustrum culling 

(Figure 24). By separating a large mesh into smaller pieces, additional steps to the workflow are also 

made possible.  

The program used for this step is ChunkPly, which can divide a large mesh or pointcloud up into smaller 

pieces based on spatial parameters specified by the user. No geometry is added to the mesh, and the 

boundary between meshes is separated based on what side the center of the triangle is on. The results in a 

perfect puzzle fit between segmented meshes that gives the appearance that they are one large seamless 

mesh (Figure 25). 
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Figure 24: Diagram showing how objects outside of the cameras view are culled (shown as red outlines), 

which saves memory and rendering time. https://docs.unrealengine.com/en-

US/Engine/Rendering/VisibilityCulling/index.html. Accessed July 2019 
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Figure 25: A screenshot of the Big Room in Middle Cave.  This reconstruction is comprised of several 

hundred smaller meshes that match together perfectly, creating the illusion of being in a larger seamless 

environment. Cave chunks are highlighted in yellow.  Image rendered in Unreal Engine.  

 

Step 5: Decimate chunks 

 

Program Used: Meshlab.  

Filter: Quadric edge collapse decimation (Garland et al, 1997) 

 

Unnecessary geometry and oversampling from scan-based data negatively impacts performance when 

rendering 3D models in real time. Areas that are flat and relatively featureless do not need to be 

comprised of millions of triangles in order to accurately approximate the surface. To reduce workload on 

the GPU, the chunks geometry can be reduced, this is known as decimation.  Significant (90% or more) 
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reductions in triangle count will result in the genus of the mesh becoming affected, this can cause issues 

when attempting to match cave chunks up with each other, as seams become more visible. Quadric Edge 

Collapse decimation was chosen for its speed, customizability, and boundary preserving parameter for 

chunk simplification (Figure 26). 

The amount of simplification for the chunks were determined by visually inspecting the parts of the cave 

that contained sub-centimeter formations.  These raw chunks were then compared to successively 

decimated versions of themselves until the visual change in these features became apparent to the naked 

eye. While this is an inherently subjective approach, the objective was to simplify the mesh as much as 

possible without losing these small-scale features. A general rule of reducing the mesh to 25% of its 

original triangle count resulted as functionally indistinguishable when compared with the original 

geometry. The quadric error metric, while not visible in Meshlab, could also be used to determine how 

aggressive the simplification process can be automatically.  

Chunks were exported as OBJ (Wavefront Technologies, open format) once decimated.  
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Figure 26: A screenshot of Meshlabs version of Quadric Edge Collapse Decimation. 

Step 6: Texture parameterize chunks (UV Map) 

 

Program Used: RizomUV Virtual Spaces v2018.0.225 (not open source) 

Up until this point, all the color data of the cave chunk meshes are saved as vertex colors. Vertex colors 

are used by the shader to determine the color of each pixel of a polygon by interpolating between the 

colors of the three vertices that surround it. When these vertices are aggressively reduced in the previous 

step, there are less vertices available for color approximation, resulting in a loss of visual fidelity. A more 

efficient way to show color would be to have color data be stored in the face of the mesh as a two-

dimensional texture that is projected onto the model. However, in order to do this, the texture coordinates 

(labelled u and v because x, y and z are used to denote the axes of the 3d model) must first be “wrapped” 
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onto the model.  This process is known as UV mapping and has been a staple in game asset workflow 

creation for decades. However, this does not mean that there are methods that can be used to quickly and 

automatically generate UV texture atlases.  

UV Mapping directly affects performance and visual fidelity. If the faces are parameterized into islands 

that are too small, there is additional strain put on the GPU to determine how various parts of the model 

react to light. Poor packaging of islands also limits space that can be used for textures.  

RizomUV Virtual Spaces was selected for this step (Figure 27), as it was able to automatically generate 

texture atlases on large meshes (1 million+ faces) at high enough quality to not seriously compromise 

performance or utilization of the UV space. RizomUV is also scriptable via LUA, making it capable of 

processing multiple meshes successively. Another significant benefit is that the algorithm used is 

multithreaded, taking advantage of all available computer cores. 

 “The design of UV maps has received extensive attention in the research community in the last three 

decades. “  

Poranne et al, 2017 

Even with these optimizations, the generation of UV maps for each individual cave chunk is the most 

time-consuming step of the workflow by a large margin, with 1000 chunks taking on average a week of 

computer time to UV map on a 6-core computer clocked to 4.2 gHZ. Comparatively, the amount of time 

taken to mesh the pointcloud these chunks were created from took 9.5 hours on the large memory node.  
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Figure 27: A cave chunk before (top) and after (bottom) the automatic UV mapping script is applied. The 

checkerboard and coloration of the bottom picture is designed to show the user what areas of the texture are 

distorted. Red coloration implies extension while blue shows compaction. Screenshots taken from RizomUV 

Virtual Spaces.  

 

Step 7: Transfer vertex colors to texture map.  

 

Program Used: Meshlab  

Filter: Transfer: Vertex Attributes to Texture (1 or 2 meshes)  

Once the mesh has a texture atlas, the high-resolution vertex colors of the parent cloud can be transferred 

over to the low poly version of the chunk mesh. Meshlab’s Vertex Attribute to Texture (1 or 2 meshes) 
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filter (Figure 28) accomplishes this and allows for customization of texture size. Additionally, the filter 

can determine how areas that are not well sampled should be filled in. For this particular project, a 

maximum texture size of 4096x4096 pixels is used for cave chunks exceeding 2 million polygons after 

decimation. For the majority of the cave system a texture size of 2048x2048 pixels was found to be 

sufficient at representation the original color detail of the parent pointcloud in the application.  

 

Figure 28: A screenshot of the Vertex Attribute Filter in Meshlab. The source mesh is the high poly mesh or 

even a pointcloud with vertex color, while the target mesh is the low poly chunk that has been UV mapped. 

 

Step 8: Convert to OBJ and assign materials  

 

Coding Languages Used: Python and VBS scripting 
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In order to import these models into Unreal Engine, they will need to either be saved as an OBJ or FBX 

file. Since OBJ files are not proprietary and can be commonly opened and created by many different 3D 

modelling programs, this filetype was the one selected. OBJ files require a material library (MTL) file in 

order to understand what textures are associated with them. The scripting process generates the MTL file, 

assigns a texture to the mesh, and tells the mesh the location of this texture (Figure 29). Each OBJ file 

itself must be linked to its MTL by changing the “usemtl” and “mtllib” parameters within the OBJ to its 

assigned texture. 

 

 

Figure 29: Example MTL file of a cave chunk. The original generated MTL is on the right, and the modified 

version is on the left. The text added to the MTL is highlighted in red and designates the location of the 

texture for the OBJ file. 

 

Step 9: Generate LOD’s with Unreal Engine 

 

Program Used: Unreal Engine 4.20+ 
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The final step in the workflow is to import the obj files into Unreal Engine. Unreal Engines import 

settings (Figure 30) can determine how each chunks level of detail is created. Level of detail, or “LODs”, 

are commonly used in game engines to reduce triangle counts of objects dynamically by replacing the 

model with less complex versions of itself as the viewer moves away from it (Clark, 1976). What version 

of the model is shown to the user depends on how much percentage of the screen the object takes up. 

These parameters are automatically decided by Unreal Engine on model import and determined by several 

factors, including polycount and dimensions. In addition, lower-resolution textures are also generated. 

These textures are similar to LOD’s in that they are loaded based on the proximity of the model. This 

process is known as mipmapping, or generating MIPmaps. MIP is an acronym for multum in parvo, 

meaning "much in little" (Williams, 1983). 

For this particular project, each chunk had 4 LODs generated from it. The percentage of triangles that 

were reduced with each successive LOD was set to 75%. Boundary conditions (PixelError, Silhouette 

parameters) were kept as small as possible to reduce the appearance of seams when chunks were viewed 

at a distance. An example parameter can be seen in APPENDIX-G. 

 

Since none of the previous workflow steps affected where the origin of the models was, each model when 

brought into Unreal Engine will match up perfectly with its neighbors, provided all share the same origin.  
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Figure 30: Unreal Engine import settings for the Timpanogos Cave project. The “Remove Degenerates” 

setting will need to be unchecked if the models being imported are non-manifold or possess unreferenced 

vertices. 
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Chapter 7: Results 

 

Summary:  

This chapter documents the interactive standalone applications that were developed around the assets 

created from the cave point cloud using the workflow in Chapter 6. Additional optimizations within the 

game engine were utilized to increase application performance. Unreal Engine’s built in performance 

metrics were used to assess the current hardware bottlenecks. An overview of the interactive features used 

and developing the program to work on virtual reality head mounted displays (HMD’s) is covered. This 

chapter will be limited and only will cover the elements that had the largest effect on performance. Given 

the rapid change in hardware capability and software features, the recommendations will be general. 

Target frame rates for screen based and HMD based applications were 60 and 90 frames per second, 

respectively.  

 

Unreal Engine asset generation:  

The resulting OBJ models of the cave were imported into Unreal Engine (v4.16-4.24). The generation of 

LODs and lower-resolution textures and conversion of the model into a “Static Mesh” Unreal asset 

(UAsset) by Unreal Engine can take several minutes per chunk. The time and memory used from 

importing thousands of large meshes is also significant. The parameters to generate the LODs can be seen 

in APPENDIX-G. Unfortunately, the conversion process does not appear to be multithreaded as of the 

writing of this thesis. Unreal Engines derived data cache (DDC) commonly exceeded several hundred 

gigabytes for a single cave. While the DDC can be deleted after the Uasset files are created, asset files 

will have to be regenerated in order to make additional changes to the models in the project. Once the 

assets are imported, there are several additional optimizations that can be used to further increase 

performance.  
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Lighting:  

Many game applications (in 2020) take the lighting in a scene and use it to change the textures of the 

objects based on the shadow, color, and intensity of the light (Channa, 2003). This process is known as 

“baking” the lighting into the texture.  Precomputed lighting added through baking improves performance 

but can detract from immersion, as static lighting cannot calculate shadows from dynamic objects, such as 

characters.  Full dynamic lighting was used to circumvent the need to bake lighting. While not normally 

recommended, the very limited sources of light in the application (just one headlamp, and very weak 

lights with short throws) lessened the performance impact that is traditionally associated with this 

parameter.  Additionally, the use of static lighting (where color and light is baked, or precomputed, from 

the scene instead of calculated dynamically) created visual artifacts. This was primarily due to the large 

number of small islands created by the automated UV unwrapping algorithm in RizomUV. In order to fix 

this issue, the lightmaps would need to be much higher in resolution, or the UV maps be comprised of 

much less small island fragments or increased padding between islands, (Figure 31) which would have 

significantly reduced performance.  

 

Draw Distance and Occlusion Culling: 

Each model can have a draw distance parameter set for it in Unreal Engine. Draw distance specifies how 

close the user needs to be to the model in order for it to be rendered. Shortening draw distance improves 

performance by limiting which models are loaded to just those within a specified range to the player.  

With the limited lighting, objects further than 20 meters away are not visible and can be culled without 

the player noticing, improving performance. 

Occlusion culling is a common optimization technique that increases performance by culling objects and 

models that are obscured from view (Figure 32; Hey, 2001; Cohen-Or, 2001). The sinuosity of the caves 

resulted in significant amounts of the system not being visible at any one position. Because of the shape 
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of the system, it is assumed that a part of the applications performance can be attributed to this rendering 

technique. Occlusion culling is supported by default in Unreal Engine and does not need to be enabled.  

 

Figure 31: Texture atlas of a large 3x3m cave chunk that was automatically unwrapped in RizomUV. The 

unwrapping parameters used to create this texture atlas resulted in thousands of islands. The high number of 

islands impacts performance in Unreal Engine. Insufficient spacing between islands also creates visual 

artifacts in lighting unless a very large lightmap resolution is used. The parameters used to generate this 

particular texture atlas were not used for the final application and is only meant to illustrate the hazards of 

sub-optimal automatic UV texture parameterization. Rendered in RizomUV Virtual Spaces. Orange squares 

indicate errors in mesh topology.  
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Figure 32: Example of occlusion culling. The barrels obscured behind the wall (shown as green cubes on the 

bottom picture) are not rendered when fully obscured by the wall. Source: https://docs.unrealengine.com/en-

US/Engine/Rendering/VisibilityCulling/index.html Accessed September 2019 
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Level Streaming:  

Instead of loading the entire cave into memory, only selected sections need to be loaded at a time. As the 

player moves through the application, other sections can be loaded and unloaded dynamically, giving the 

appearance of a singular environment with no loading screens. Level streaming also allows the 

application to work with more limited memory constraints. Since the caves are already separated by 

airlocks, separating each into its own separate “level” was trivial. The sections of the cave that needed to 

be loaded were determined by player proximity and trigger conditions, such as the player reaching for a 

door handle.  

While the original objective was to eliminate the need for loading screens in the application, the resulting 

hitches that were caused by levels loading and unloading detracted from the experience and were found to 

be disorienting in testing. Further segmenting of the caves into sub levels, and more experience with 

Unreal Engines garbage collection parameters could provide a solution to this issue.  

 

Application Overview:  

Basic interactive features were added to the application as “proof of concept” rather than final features. 

Unfortunately, there was little time to put more emphasis on them during this research project and the 

user interface and preferred medium the application was going to be operating in was not well-defined in 

the initial project proposal. Timpanogos Cave National Monument will be working with exhibitors to 

create a user interface and interactive features after the writing of this thesis.  

To show there is already a framework to add media, pictures and ambient noises were added to the 

simulation, such as photographs of parts of the cave, footsteps and dripping water. For the player 

controller, or “pawn”, a basic way to interact with the cave, such as collision, mouse-based looking, and 

the ability to walk were based on the default “first person template” that comes with Unreal Engine. A 

toggleable headlamp was also added.  
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For the virtual reality version, the pawn controller was a slightly modified version of the default VR 

HMD with the hand controllers interface that is bundled with Unreal Engine, allowing the player to 

teleport and walk around the cave (Figure 33). Cybersickness is a form of visually induced motion 

sickness, and can create negative experiences and detract from immersion when using VR headsets 

(Weech 2019; Rebenitsch 2016) To prevent nausea, the player had full control over all parts of their 

movement, to the point that they would pass through an object rather than collide with it. A survey of 100 

participants who played VR version of the “Intro to Caving” tour found that over 85% did not experience 

nausea after 20 minutes of playing. However, the lack of ability to interact with the cave was the number 

one request for features that would improve the demo. In order to ensure the target frame rate of 90 

frames per second was reached, the LOD distance scale parameter (r.StaticMeshLODDistanceScale) was 

increased to four times its original setting. This caused LOD’s to be loaded at shorter distances than 

normal, decreasing the number of triangles needing to be rendered per frame and improving performance.  
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Figure 33: Over 100 people tested out the VR version of the application in 2019. Pictured is Jan Conn, one of 

the major cave surveyors for the Jewel Cave system (currently the 2nd longest cave in the United States) 

exploring Hansen Cave in VR at age 94. Jan was jointly responsible for discovering over 100km (62mi) of the 

Jewel Cave System.  
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Current bottlenecks: 

The largest impact to rendering time per frame according to performance metrics within Unreal Engine 

appears to be base pass rendering (GPU). The base pass is directly affected by the number of triangles 

that need to be drawn in the scene. Triangle counts for the most intensive and poorly performing parts of 

the simulation, big rooms, hovered between 55 and 95 million triangles. Optimizations for future projects 

are detailed in the Discussion Chapter under Texture Improvements.  

A list of computer hardware components used to test the performance of the application can be accessed 

in APPENDIX-F. All components can be purchased by consumers and the systems used for application 

demonstrations generally are considered to be similar in scope to “gaming computers”. No game consoles 

were used for testing. 
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Chapter 8: Discussion 

 

With continuing advances to silicon chip technology and rendering methods, the ability for computers to 

render larger and more detailed models is increasing. Utilization of cloud computing resources are 

becoming more common and less expensive and, as shown in this thesis, integration of HPC resources 

into existing workflows can decrease the time required to generate large (>1 billion poly) models. 

Improvements to terrestrial LiDAR scanners portability, resolution and accuracy also makes using 

equipment in caves and other environments traditionally considered hostile to electronics more feasible 

(Idrees, 2016).  

While it is fun to speculate on future advancements, this section will focus on more concrete 

improvements and additions that are possible today (2020).  

Color Improvements: 

The equipment and software used in this study to capture color data for the LiDAR pointcloud was found 

to be ineffective due to the challenges of the environment. Passages in this system are completely absent 

of light, requiring artificial light to be brought in, which can be quite time consuming and labor intensive, 

especially when attempting to capture large rooms. To complicate matters further, the existing lighting 

system caused harsh shadows, color temperature bias, and uneven lighting.   These elements combined 

with the scanners built in camera not being well adapted to the very low light conditions, resulted in 

inaccurate color recreation. Because of this, the cave model used for the final application was greyscale 

and colors were added to the simulation using lighting and volumetric fog effects within Unreal Engine.  

There are additional methods that can be used to improve color retention and accuracy in future projects.  

Photogrammetry can capture excellent color data that is not dependent on scan point resolution but was 

not a focal point of this particular methodology. 
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One possible solution for color capture would be using a 360-degree HDR camera system with an 

integrated high CRI light. If the scanner and 360-degree cameras aperture are in the same location, which 

is possible using various tripod mounted adapters, scan pointclouds can be colored based on the photos 

taken.  

 

Workflow Improvements: 

Automating parts of the workflow has been shown to significantly improve the speed and processing time 

for converting large pointclouds into game engine compatible assets. However, there can always be room 

for more improvement. The current workflow is sequential, with all meshes needing to be processed one 

after another before moving to the next step. If somehow the workflow could be parallelized and 

distributed over many different computers, significant time savings would result. One possible way this 

can be implemented is to make the workflow message passing interface (MPI) compatible, with each 

mesh going through each of the steps in parallel instead of waiting sequentially.   Unfortunately, there are 

some parts of the current workflow that would have to be overhauled or replaced if this method was 

pursued. Automatic UV texture parameterization using RizomUV, for instance, can only be run 

simultaneously on two Windows machines per license. 

 

The improvements listed below are automatable and open source, but were not integrated due to time 

constraints.  

 

Texture Improvements: 

Texture mapping is one area that can provide significant performance improvements and more efficient 

use of memory. Two additional steps that can be added to the workflow that would result in significant 
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benefits to application performance would be a more adaptive method to determine texture resolution per 

chunk and integration with more advanced texture maps, such as parallax maps (Oh et al, 2006).  

Currently, all texture maps used in the application are imported into Unreal Engine at a resolution of 

2048x2048 pixels, regardless of the actual dimensions of the cave chunk. While Unreal Engine can 

reduce texture memory footprints dynamically, having to import thousands of assets with large textures 

takes up large amounts of memory and time.  

Base geometry rendering is the single most intensive part of the rendering pipeline in the application’s 

current configuration. The generation of displacement maps can make low poly assets appear more 

detailed while significantly improving performance. Normal maps give the appearance of geometric 

complexity on models, simulating how light reacts to fine detail on the model’s texture, without added 

rendering overhead that comes with additional geometry (Blinn 1978). Normal maps are well established 

in game-based asset pipelines, and there are freely available map generators that can be integrated into the 

existing workflow, such as xNormal (S. Orgaz, 2005).  

Using these maps as a substitute for fine detail geometry can be acceptable for applications that don’t 

require precise measurements or calculations, such as virtual tours, but might not be appropriate for 

resource management and survey tools that require precise measurements for analysis. Other drawbacks 

are that normal mapping does not account for binocular based displays or motion parallax (Unreal Engine 

Documentation, accessed, December 2019). Integration of parallax occlusion mapping would alleviate 

this problem, as the parallax occlusion map will automatically correct itself to show the correct depth 

information based on the user’s viewpoint.  

 

Chunk Optimization: 

As demonstrated in the workflow, ChunkPly can efficiently separate a large (2 billion +) ply model into 

smaller sections determined by user specified spatial constraints. Caves are inherently irregular, and when 
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cut into smaller sections based on a specified grid dimension, the resulting meshes often vary in size and 

complexity. Some can be comprised of either millions of triangles or only several. In larger models there 

can be hundreds of tiny fragment chunks generated which impacts application performance.  

In the future, if the chunks were separated based on a specified number of polygons instead of spatial 

resolution, the applications performance can be further improved by reducing the number of chunks that 

need to be processed. A drawback to having a high number of very small chunks is that the application 

becomes CPU bound. More objects result in more draw calls the CPU has to issue to the GPU per frame. 

Currently (2015-2019), most high-end computers cannot handle more than several thousand draw calls 

without the CPU becoming a limiting factor for performance.  

Other alternatives include waiting for computers to become faster, or automatically merging chunks 

together when the user is too far away from them to notice the difference. Unreal Engine can do this 

through its version 4.11 onward implementation of “Hierarchal Level of Detail” (Unreal Engine 

Documentation, accessed April 2019).  

 

Interactive elements:  

The park will be given all available files and Unreal Engine projects used to create the application. From 

these source files, additional applications can be created, with more features or restrictions, such as 

different tour routes, tour themes, and controls. While these files are easily modified, the baked 

applications can be encrypted and distributed with limited parts of the cave, preventing potential misuse 

of application to identify areas of the system that are closed to the public for potential vandalism.  

 

 

Interpretive:  
The ability to add in video, pictures, and audio recordings is possible with Unreal Engine (Unreal 

Documentation, accessed August 2019). However, this can be difficult to implement for people who are 
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unfamiliar with game engines and C++ programming. Adding a “Ranger Mode” where videos, audio, and 

photos can be easily added to the simulation would allow the application to have different tours, which 

can emphasize various aspects of the cave, similar to traditional interpretive tours. This could increase the 

life of the visitor center exhibit, as it can show people new areas or themes over time. An interactive 

interface that can be created in Unreal Engine using blueprints and C++ programming to allow 

Timpanogos Cave National Monument employees to easily add media components to the simulation.  

 

Compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act/Rehabilitation Act:  

“In 1998, Congress amended the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to require Federal 

agencies to make their electronic and information technology (EIT) accessible to 

people with disabilities. The law (29 U.S.C § 794 (d)) applies to all Federal agencies 

when they develop, procure, maintain, or use electronic and information technology. 

Under Section 508, agencies must give disabled employees and members of the public 

access to information comparable to the access available to others.” 

Section508.gov, Accessed May 2018 

While beyond the scope of this thesis, there are future plans to make the Timpanogos Cave visitor center 

exhibit application more compliant with the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA). The current version 

already has controls that can be integrated with various user interface devices beyond game controllers or 

keyboard and mouse. Planned additions and features would include text descriptions for those with 

difficulty hearing, and audio descriptions for those with difficulty seeing. The source project that was 

used to create the application is the property of the National Park Service and can be further modified to 

accommodate visitors in meaningful and fulfilling ways.  

 

Resource and Park management:  
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Several features would make this application more valuable for resource management purposes. The 

ability to highlight and take notes on certain parts of the cave that persist after the application has been 

closed, a method to measure distance between selected points, and integration with existing data, such as 

surface LiDAR, cave survey, and inventory data have all been suggested by park service employees as 

beneficial for cave management.  

 

Applications beyond cave tourism: 

Given the accuracy and resolution of these data, it is possible to use the simulation for geological 

characterization (Palmer, verbal August 2018). While not currently designed for this purpose, adding an 

intuitive strike and dip tool has been suggested, along with the ability to model generic shapes to 

highlight bedding planes, scallops, and other features.    

In addition, the workflow developed would be identical for creating simulations for underground mines. 

High resolution reconstructions of these areas can be used for personnel training, allowing miners to 

become familiar with the layout and design of the mine and conduct scenarios within an accurate 

representation of their place of work. There are already promising safety-based applications coming out 

that are beginning to use virtual reconstructions of mines for safety purposes. (Brown, 2017) 

 

Applying this workflow towards larger datasets and more remote systems:  

The two major limitations are hardware capability and human endurance. 

Hardware Constraints: 

While this solution works well for Timpanogos Cave National Monument’s terabyte-scale cloud, it 

remains to be seen how the workflow can handle larger clouds. With updates to screened Poisson 

reconstruction, the theoretical limits for meshing clouds appear to be currently dependent on hardware, 
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specifically RAM capacity.   Future versions of Poisson reconstruction that can utilize high performance 

computing clusters instead of a single large memory node could push this RAM bottleneck, enabling 

reconstructions of multiple terabyte scale clouds at high octree depths.  

It’s worth noting that Timpanogos Cave is a relatively small system when compared with other caves in 

the National Park Service, and multiple cave cloud datasets weighing in at several terabytes have already 

been generated of various caves, including Mammoth Cave (Addison, verbal 2018), Carlsbad Caverns 

(Williamson verbal Nov 2019), Big Bat Cave (Bailey, 2019), and others. The workflow developed in this 

thesis is data agnostic, meaning that it should work on any clouds, as long as the clouds have normals. 

Future work will hopefully refine this workflow into something that can scale with and effectively 

process these larger clouds.  

Future work will also be focused on optimizing application performance rendering large rooms. In the 

Spring of 2019, Tonto Natural Bridge near Payson, Arizona was scanned in 3 days (74 scans, average 

scan registration error 4mm; Figure 34).  These data will hopefully provide new insight on what engine 

performance limitations come into play in underground environments with sight lines larger than 30 

meters (100 feet) and will help determine how dependent the Timpanogos Cave application’s 

performance is on Unreal Engines object-based occlusion culling.   
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Figure 34: Plan view of the Tonto Natural Bridge pointcloud collected for Arizona State Parks in 2019. The 

dimensions of the bridge are in excess of 200 meters long, 45 meters wide and 30 meters tall, on average.  

Trying to render the entirety of the room all at once in real time will likely require additional changes to the 

existing workflow. 
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Physical Constraints:  

Using terrestrial LiDAR to survey large and complex cave systems, such as Lechuguilla Cave, Jewel 

Cave, Mammoth Cave, and Wind Cave would require some changes and improvements in scanning 

equipment to be feasible. Are today’s (2020) professional scanning equipment options durable enough to 

deal with the extended adverse conditions that are a part of remote cave survey expeditions? Current 

tripod mounted LiDAR options would be extremely difficult to use. Travel, which can take in excess of 8 

hours to reach various destinations of scientific interest, requires successful navigation of numerous 

crawls, climbs, and other hazards. Attempting to navigate these areas while transporting a fragile and 

expensive LiDAR would slow down the process significantly.  Handheld scanners appear to be much 

more promising due to their smaller footprint and easier setup and breakdown. The speed and portability 

of handheld scanners is also encouraging, as surveyors can effectively map just by moving through the 

space as they normally would. Improvements in scanning speeds, greatly increased scanner durability, 

reductions in scanner size, and increased battery capacity for extended multi day stays underground 

would be required to make professional LiDAR equipment a viable alternative to traditional cave survey 

instruments. There is also handmade hybrid scanning/survey equipment and LiDAR being developed for 

this express purpose.  (Mitchell, 2017; Beucher 2016). 
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Chapter 9: Conclusion & Future Work 

 

This thesis documents a novel work flow used to create an interactive sub-centimeter resolution 

simulation of the Timpanogos Cave System using a computer game engine. This simulation has been 

optimized to run on consumer level hardware, allowing users who aren’t able to visit the caves to interact 

and experience an accurate reconstruction of the system at a resolution is high enough to see the delicate 

formations the cave is famous for. For this particular dataset, the maximum resolution of the simulation 

has been found to be limited based on the error metrics of the pointcloud it was created from, rather than 

hardware capability. 

 

The first chapter introduces the reader to cave science and the inherent challenges in documenting and 

surveying three dimensional subterranean systems with two dimensional maps. While the study of caves 

has provided valuable contributions to a wide array of scientific fields, the inherent inaccessible nature of 

cave systems is a significant impediment to scientific study and analysis. This is especially true for more 

remote systems that are technically challenging.  There are a number of reasons why cave access is 

limited, including no light, the presence of fragile and non-renewable resources, and being hazardous to 

navigate or operate electronic equipment in. How to make caves more accessible without compromising 

the cave environment are discussed, with the conclusion that remote sensing methods, specifically 

terrestrial light detection and ranging (LiDAR) and photogrammetry, can provide accurate digital models 

of these systems without causing unnecessary impact. A brief overview of how LiDAR and 

photogrammetry operate, what point clouds are, and how reliable these techniques are in recreating 

accurate models of real-world objects are summarized, with specific emphasis their use in modelling 

various cave systems. Thanks to advancements in technology, terrestrial LiDAR is continually becoming 

more portable and less expensive, providing a new means of data collection beyond traditional cave 
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survey and inventory. However, a new hurdle arises, being able to manipulate and interact with the large 

amount of data that are produced.   

Based on the literature review, two major data limitations are identified:  

Processing and manipulating large amounts of pointcloud data is cumbersome, requiring 

specialized hardware and proprietary software to work effectively.  

There is currently a paucity of documentation on creating interactive simulations from 

terabyte scale point clouds at sub centimeter resolutions.  

From these issues a novel workflow is described and implemented using Timpanogos Cave National 

Monument as a test case. The cave system is a good candidate for laser scanning; possessing a number of 

interesting hydrological, geological, and speleological features that can be better characterized and 

assessed if digitized at high resolution. The remote nature of the system, only reachable in the summer by 

climbing a steep and exposed trail, presents an accessibility issue for both public enjoyment and research.  

The development of these data into an interactive digital application would facilitate research and allow 

the public to see and experience a model of the cave, even if they did not have the means to reach the 

caves physically.  

In the Winter of 2015, and the Summer of 2019 over 520 scans of the system were taken, resulting in a 

millimeter-scale pointcloud digitizing the majority of the system, including vertical pits and passages that 

are only accessible for research. In total, the resulting cloud is comprised of over 23 billion points and in 

excess of one terabyte when using binary point cloud formats (FLS, PLY). High resolution color models 

of over 30 speleothems were also collected using photogrammetric techniques.  The methodology 

developed and techniques used for data collection were described, and were overall successful.  

The project was completed within budget, under a strict and shortened deadline due to inclement weather 

conditions, while meeting all objectives and without compromising safety, cave resources, or scanner 

equipment. Two areas were identified as needing improvement: The first, while not a stated objective, 
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was collecting accurate color data. It was found that attempting to collect color data using portable lights 

and the scanner’s built in camera were not effective. Substantial light and increased camera sensor 

sensitivity would improve the situation somewhat and alternative methods are suggested. The second 

limitation was attempting to use a tripod-mounted scanner to scan in vertical pits and fissures. While 

scans were successfully collected, thanks in part to practicing how to use the scanner in a mineshaft and 

extensive rope equipment experience, the time taken to digitize these areas was more than triple the 

average amount of time taken for the horizontal parts of the cave system. Different scanners would most 

likely be more efficient for digitizing shafts and pits, specifically handheld mobile scanning units.  

Data processing, which includes registering scans and manually cleaning the pointcloud, was an arduous 

affair, taking hundreds of hours of manual work and over 180 separate revisions to the project. Point 

cloud cleaning was necessary, as the original scans contained substantial amounts of noise, a byproduct of 

the cave environment and various objects. When scanned, these objects optical properties would cause the 

laser to become scattered, resulting in incorrect point measurements and artifacts. Aside from hundreds of 

sphere targets needing to be removed, all lighting fixtures, railings, and some cables and webbing needed 

to be cut out of the cave by hand to mitigate errant data. Aggressive automatic stray removal filters were 

also used. Some possible solutions include increasing the amount of time for each measurement or using 

time of flight scanners instead of phase-shift scanners.  

After the point cloud was cleaned and registered, the next step in the workflow was to convert this large 

cloud into a model. The meshing algorithm selected for this purpose was screened Poisson reconstruction. 

Possion reconstruction (PR) is ideal for several reasons, specifically its resistance to noise and artifacts, 

scalable octree-based resolution parameters, and the fact that it is open source.  The meshes that were 

created from this algorithm are good at approximating surfaces that aren’t well sampled and dealing with 

occluded areas. Finally, the watertight nature of the output meshes worked well for modelling the caves 

which are also, for the most part, closed.  
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Memory requirements, which increased by a factor of four for every increment in PR’s octree depth 

parameter, quickly out-scaled available desktop computer RAM capacity when attempting to mesh large 

clouds at high resolution. After some troubleshooting, a new “64-bit” version of PR was developed 

(Kazhdan, 2019). This new version was able to utilize at least two terabytes of RAM. Screen Poisson 

reconstruction was successfully run on the large memory node of the University of Arizona’s Ocelote 

supercomputer and can mesh point clouds that were comprised of over 2 billion points at resolutions high 

enough to see sub centimeter cave formations, such as soda straws and large helictites. The resulting 

meshes of the caves were between 400 million to slightly over 1 billion faces (polygons) depending on 

the size of the cave.  Because of the large size of this mesh, a mesh divider program called ChunkPly was 

created (Kazhdan, 2019). ChunkPly divides the mesh up into smaller chunks based on user determined 

dimensions. This turned one gigantic mesh into several hundred to several thousand smaller meshes or 

“chunks” that were seamlessly lined up with each other based on a user specified scale parameter. This 

“divide and conquer” strategy was integral to facilitating further manipulation and processing down the 

pipeline.  

In order to best utilize computer game engine rendering pipelines, each chunk needed to be converted into 

a game engine compatible asset. The 11-step process that used multiple pieces of software, was done by 

hand for the smallest cave, Middle Cave, which was comprised of 432 chunks. The time taken to convert 

the models manually was over 200 hours. To make the process quicker, these steps were automated using 

python scripts to process the meshes.  Using multiple filters that were available in Meshlab (Cignoni, 

2008) and RizomUV Virtual Spaces for UV texture atlas generation,the integration of these 11 scripts 

resulted in significant time savings, reducing several months of work by hand into two weeks of computer 

time. A basic tkinter based GUI program has been written in python (3.6) that automatically converts 

thousands of meshes into game engine compatible OBJ files using these scripts.  The largest time sink in 

this conversion process is UV texture parameterization, which has been found to take over 90% of 

computer time.  
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After these cave chunks were imported into Unreal Engine, lighting, and basic interactive elements were 

added, allowing users to move around and explore the cave using a headlamp. Support for Virtual Reality 

Headsets was also added to the application and found to increase the feeling of immersion. While not part 

of the original scope of work, the version of the application that will be featured in the monument’s 

Visitor Center will be built to improve accessibility by using a simpler user interface and 

accommodations to comply with the Americans with Disabilities Act.  

In conclusion, this study has found that game engines offer a promising direction for rendering large 

amounts of high-resolution data collected from real-world environments. This coupled with the ability to 

integrate features that can be used for immersion, research, and interactivity allows for a variety of uses in 

multiple scientific fields, industrial applications, and education. However, converting the data into a 

format that is optimized for game engines can be complicated and requires specialized hardware and 

software when dealing with large terrestrial LiDAR datasets. The pipeline developed and described in this 

thesis has been used to successfully convert a terabyte-scale pointcloud into an interactive simulation that 

allows users to explore a model of a cave at sub-centimeter resolutions on consumer level hardware.   

 

Future Work  

• Additional interactive elements can increase the applications value as a tool for education and 

outreach. Alternative controls and features to make the application more accessible will be 

needed to ensure the broadest audience can make use of it.  

• The workflow should be converted into a pipeline that allows work to be distributed over multiple 

nodes in high performance computing environment, which can overcome hardware and memory 

constraints, allowing for much larger cloud data to be utilized.  

• The current workflow’s automation is in a basic state and can be significantly improved upon.  

• Dependent on data permissions:  Full workflow and code documentation will be made available 

on github.  

https://github.com/BlaseL/TimpanogosVirtual 

 

 

https://github.com/BlaseL/TimpanogosVirtual
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Appendices 

 

Appendix-A: Overview of the Timpanogos Cave System in plan view with scan areas 
highlighted. 

 

Next page: Overview of the Timpanogos Cave System in plan view with scan areas highlighted. The cave 

pointcloud is also rendered below the map to enable the reader to compare the two surveys. Adapted from 

Kowallis, 2003 
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Appendix B - Data collection preparation: Summer 2019 

To become more familiar with scanner operation while in a harness, a practice run was done at the 

University of Arizona’s San Xavier Underground Mining Laboratory in the Fall of 2018. A 100-foot-deep 

(30.5m) corkscrew shaft that historically was used to access the 100 level of the mine was scanned along 

with a 75 foot (22.8m) ladder climb to the 150 foot level (known as the “Long Raises”, both of which 

required a harness and scanner belay in certain areas to navigate and collect data safely.  The historic adit 

and most of the 100-foot level (with the exception of two unsupported stopes) was also scanned. 

 

A close up of the mine showing the corkscrew travelling under the SX adit level on the left side 

of the picture. The “Long Raise” is located on the right side. Cloud rendered in SCENE 2019. 
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A plan view of the final registered pointcloud of the SX mine comprised of 183 scans. Rendered in 

SCENE 2019.  
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Profile view of the registered pointcloud of the San Xavier Underground Research Facility. Both the 

Corkscrew and the Long Raise (vertical sections) are visible. Cloud was rendered in SCENE 2019.  

Total number of scans for SX: 183.  

 

Appendix C - SUPPLEMENTAL SOP  

Typical scan setup procedure: 

 

1. Cover scanner mirror after the scanner has finished.  

2. Make sure at least 3 target spheres are overlapping between the previous scan and the new one.  

3. Move spheres that are not visible from the new scanner location up to the next area.  

4. Remove scanner from tripod and relocate tripod to the next selected scan spot. Attempt to make 

tripod somewhat level and weight it to ensure its stability.  

5. Securely reattach the scanner to the tripod, weight tripod again to confirm stability.  

6. Ensure spheres are actually visible from the point of view of the scanner.  

7. Level the scanner using the built-in inclinometer.  
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8. Remove protective cover from the mirror.  

9. Scan area, taking care to not be in the scan.   

10. Repeat from Step 1.  

 

Appendix D - Ascending Gear:  

 

Petzl Croll, chest harness, Petzl toothed ascender with spectra cord foot loop.  

PMI caving harness with D ring 

BMS long Micro-rack (2 hyper bars) 

Other possible descent devices that could be used include a Petzl Stop for more hands-free convenience.  

2 cowstails, one long and one short for rebelays.  

Petzl Pantin (optional) 

Appendix E - Scanning Equipment List: 

 
Scanner:  

FARO Focus 3D X 330  

Model # LLS071507838 for 2015, LLS071304521 for 2019 

Six 145mm diameter (5.7in) Target Spheres  

2 Hot swappable batteries 

1 Battery Charging station 

1 Gitzo carbon fiber tripod with FARO quick release adaptor.  

4 32GB SD cards (SanDisk Ultra 40MB/s) 
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2 Rite in the Rain Notebooks  

 

Storage and Cleaning:  

Tekwipe disposable wipes 

Non acetone/alcohol lens cleaning solution 

4 40g hydrosorbent reusable desiccant packs 

 

Appendix F - Computer Specifications: 

General hardware used for performance monitoring. It’s important to note that performance 

benchmarking was not done for this particular application and that these systems are representations on 

the same lines as the “Minimum” and “Recommended” settings commonly seen in software applications.  

 

Computers that were used for performance assessments:  

“Recommended” 

Desktop:  

CPU: Intel i7-6900K stock 

GPU: GTX Titan Xp (432.00) stock 

RAM 64GB @ 3200mhz 

 

“Minimum” 

Laptop: Asus GX501G 

CPU: i7-8750H stock 

GPU: GTX1080M (436.30) stock 

RAM: 24GB @ 2666mhz 
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Appendix G - LOD chunk settings:  

 

Engine.ini settings that determine how an Unreal Engine project generates LODs on import. The 

text highlighted in yellow are the setting used for this particular project. The pixel error 

parameter will directly affect the appearance of seams between chunks, and should be as low as 

possible.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

[StaticMeshLODSettings] 
LevelArchitecture=(NumLODs=4,LightMapResolution=32,LODPercentTriangles=50,PixelError=12,SilhouetteImportance=4,Name=LOCTEXT("LevelArchitectureLOD","Level 
Architecture")) 

SmallProp=(NumLODs=4,LODPercentTriangles=50,PixelError=10,Name=LOCTEXT("SmallPropLOD","Small Prop")) 

LargeProp=(NumLODs=4,LODPercentTriangles=50,PixelError=10,Name=LOCTEXT("LargePropLOD","Large Prop")) 

Deco=(NumLODs=4,LODPercentTriangles=50,PixelError=10,Name=LOCTEXT("DecoLOD","Deco")) 

Vista=(NumLODs=1,Name=LOCTEXT("VistaLOD","Vista")) 

Foliage=(NumLODs=1,Name=LOCTEXT("FoliageLOD","Foliage")) 

CaveChunk=(NumLODs=4,LODPercentTriangles=25,PixelError=1,Name=LOCTEXT("CaveChunkLOD","Cave Chunk")) 
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